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and flight capabilities by satisfying the Space Shuttle Program Office (SSPO)
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The STS-I flight activities described in this document reflect the trajectory,
consumable, crew activity, and flight requirement baselines as of September I,
1979. Changes that occur after this date and that affect the STS-I baseline pro-
file described in this document will be reflected in revisions to be published
in 1980.
This document defines the abort analysis for the cycle 30FP for STS-I (vol. VI)
and supersedes the abort analysis presented in the OFP (ref. I). This doc-
• ument contains the flight description, abort analysis summary, flight design
groundrules and constraints, initialization information, general abort descrip-
tion and results, abort SRB and ET separation and disposal results, abort
monitoring displays and discussion on both ground (MCC) and onboard trajectory
• monitoring, abort initialization load summary for the onboard computer, list




- 2.0 FLIGHT DESCRIPTION
The STS-I will be a 54.5-hour flight launched from Kennedy Space Center (KSC) on
March 31, 1980 at 11:30 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). The Flight test will be
achieved in a 150-n. mr. circular orbit with a 40.3-degree inclination. This
orbit will be achieved by two orbital maneuvering system (OMS) maneuvers, OMS-I
(ground elapsed time (GET) = 00:10:34) and OMS-2 (GET = 00:45:50). The OMS-I
maneuver will occur shortly after external tank (ET) separation with the OMS-2
maneuver occurring at the apogee of the orbit resultlng from OMS-I. The pay-
load bay doo_s will be opened as early as possible on day I. The Orbiter will
• be placed in a Z-axis (payload bay down) local vertical (Z-LV) attitude for most
of the STS-1 flight. This attitude will be maintained unless other requirements
(flight test requirements, inertial measurement unit alinement, etc.) preclude
Z-LV attitude. Two orbital OMS maneuvers will be performed during the Flight
to satisfy Flight test objectives. The OMS-3 maneuver (delta-V = 30 fps) will
be performed following the deorbit rehearsal on day 2 at GET - 30:59:44. The
OMS-4 maneuver (delta-V = 30 fps) will be performed approximately 30 minutes
after the OMS-3 maneuver at GET - 31:29:44. Both of these OMS maneuvers will
be performed out of plane with the Orbiter remaininE in a 150-n. mi. circular
orbit. Deorbit (GET = 53:31:04) will occur on April 2, 1980. Nominal landing
will occur on runway 23 during a descending pass (orbit 37) to Edwards Air
Force Base (EAFB). The GET for the nominal landing will be 54:30:44 (10:01




3.0 ABORT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
This volume (vol. VI) of the OFP contains a brief description and a summary of
the results from the abort analysis performed on STS-I for cycle 3. Trajectory
data for discrete intact abort cases are presented for each abort mode and corre-
spond to the detailed trajectory tapes released for the cycle 3 data base. Note
that the only difference between the abort once around (AOA) and abort to orbit
' (ATO) pre-MECO (main engine cutoff) trajectories is the amount of underspeed at
MECO.
• Some of the significant dlfferences between this analysis and that performed on
cycle 2 (ref. I) include the following: ,
A 3000-pound MPS propellant manager's margin is held in reserve for abort
planning to protect agsins' unknowns and growth uncertainties, i
At least 10 seconds for decision time are assumed between the time a Space Shut- !_o
tle main engine (SSME) fails and the time the actual abort selection is made _
onboard. Ii
The return-to-launch site (RTLS) powered flight turnaround pitch maneuver rate
has been increased to 10 deg/sec.
The RTLS pre-MECO _CS propellant dump burn has been deleted to avoid potential
reaction control system (RCS) propellant fuel problems (gas ingestion) during
mated coast control. This dump will now be performed after ET separation during
the glide phase to satisfy Orbiter center of gravity (e.g.) and RCS propellant
tank landing constraints.
Sufficient main propulsion system (MPS) propellm_t allowances are maintained for
a 5-minute launch hold and a 95-percent launch wind dispersion in determining
the earliest engine-out time for the press-to-MECO boundary.
OMS propellant is used as ballast for Y c.g. offset for AOA/ATO.
The minimum geodetic altitude between OMS-I and OMS-2 burns is constrained to be
above 55 n. mi. for AOA and ATO to avoid excessive drag.
Orbiter angle-of-attack management to reduce dr_g is required when performing an
AOA shallow abort from large _CO underspeeds to avoid catastrophic orbit decay
between the OMS-I and OMS-2 maneuvers.
Q
The abort mode selector will be used pre-OMS-1 to automatically engage the
proper abort OMS-I target set (ATe engages the common AOA/ATO OMS-I target and
AOA engages the AOA OMS-I shallow target). After performing a common OMS-I to
engage the AOA OMS-2 target, the crew will PRO to OPS-3 and then manually key in
the target from an onboal_ checklist. Selecting AOA on the abort mode selector
post-OMS-1 (only after performing an AOA OMS-I burn) would automatically engage
the AOA OMS-2 shallow target. This switch set-up allows automatic target selec-




To gain additional performance for AOA and ATO, the forward RCS propellant can
be dumped (burned) to eliminate the OMS propellant X c.g. ballast requirement.
The AOA entry and landinE has been changed back to Northrup Strip, Holloman AFB.
Though some abort issues are in work, abort analyses to date show that a continu-
ous intact abort capability exists during the STS-I ascent. Contingency abort







4.0 STS-I OFP FLIGHT DESIGN GROUNDRULES AND CONSTRAINTS
The following groundrules and constraints were obtained from volume I (ref. 2)
and were used in the generation of cycle 3 of the OFP for STS-I.
4.1 GENERAL
4.1.1 Trajectory techniques will provide maximum vehicle subsystem margins from
, design specifications when possible. Priorities and trade analyses will
determine the best compromise when conflicts exist.
4.1.2 The launch date is March 31, 1980 at 11:30:00 GMT (6:30 a.m. EST).
• 4.1.3 The nominal orbit is 150/150 nautical miles.
4.1.4 The nominal inclination is 40.3 degrees. This inclination will provide
an ET groundtrack that, for excessive MECO overspeeds, passes to the
south of Xing Island and north of the Furneaux Group off the southern
coast of Australia.
4.1.5 Nominal and abort to orbit (ATO) landings will be on Rogers Lakebed
runway 23 at EAFB. Abort-once-around (AOA) landing will be on runway 17
at Northrup strip. Landing for glide return to launch site (GRTLS) will
be on runway 15 at KSC. Because of the high probability of landing on
either runway 15 or 33 for RTLS, OFT performance assessment will be based
on the capability to achieve either runway for RTLS. Nominal and abort
landing site locations are given in appendix A.
4.1.6 Standard GSTDN contact data will be provided for selected stations
depending on the mission phase. Table II of appendix A establishes the
AOS/LOS computational requirements for each phase. Minimum elevation may
be computed assuming zero degree or 3 degrees maximum elevation with no
masking. However, normally all AOS/LOS is computed assuming zero degree
elevation with masking and keyholes considered. Exclusion of a site from
table II, appendix A does not preclude it from being used in the tracking
, network.
4.1.7 All landings (nominal, abort, and contingency) except AOA will be no
earlier than 30 minutes after sunrise and no later than 30 minutes
before sunset. AOA landings may be as early as sunrise. It is desirable
° that nominal landing at EAFB occur prior to 10:00 a.m. local time.
4.1.8 A l-hour launch window (as a minimum) will be provided.
4.1.9 There is no ontime launch requirement.
4.1.10 There are to be two crewmen. Crew provisions will be loaded for 5 days.





_. 1.12 There will be landin8 opportunities at ZAFB on at least £our orbits each
day.
4.1.13 The payload will inolude the development flight instrumentation (DFI),
the induced environment contamination monitor (IECM), the aerodynamic co-
efficients identification paokase (ACIP), and the Orbiter experiments
(OgX) tape reoorder. Mass properties for total payload weight are given
in appendix A.
q.1.14 The payload bay doors (PLBD) are to be opened as soon as operationally
practicable after 0M3-2. However, the contingency capability will exist
to leave the PLBD closed for up to 8 hours following OHS-2.
q.1.15 (Deleted)
q.1.16 All nominal deorbit opportunities will be planned suoh that the entry
oroasrange is <550 nauttoal miles; however, a orossrange of _<690 nautt-
oal miles is aooeptable £or AOA and eonttnseney oases.
/4.1.17 (Deleted)
q.1.18 Reaotion control system (RCS) backup deorbtt capability is required.
Per this contingency, propellant from both OHS pods is assumed to be
available.
q.1.19 The deorbtt targetin8 will be biased to aooommodate the designated
backup deorbit propulsion mode.
q.1.20 Aerodynamic data, atmosphere and wind models, I-load values, software
baseline (including implemented CR's), engine data, assumed constants,
geodetic looattons for TACAH/MSBL.5/launoh and landing sites and mass
• properties data for the nominal, RT[_, ATe, and AOA analysis are
specified in appendix A. The limitations and oonstraints de£ined in vol-
ume I and volume IX of the SODB (JSC-O893q) will be adhered to in the de-
sign of the nominal and abort OFP profile except as defined in appendix
B. (See 4.1.21.)
4.1.21 Appendix B su_arizes the groundrules and oonstraints that deviate
either £rom re£erence 2 or from reterenoe 3 o£ this dooument.
q.2 NOHZNAL k_C_T
q.2.1 General
q.2.1.1 (Deleted. Hoved to appendix A.)
4.2.1.2 The first-stage pitoh and yaw attitude profiles will be biased for the
steady-state mean vector wind for the month of April. Flrty-peroentile
groundwinds will be used during the early launch time period and




% 4.2.1.3 The boost phase pitchover maneuver will be initiated through open-loop
attitude steering when the Orbiter relative velocity reaches a magni-
tude which corresponds to a vertical rise of 365 feet, which includes
dispersions.
4.2.1.4 The undispersed Qmax used for ascent shaping will be no greater than
580 psf. Launch opportunities and lift-off wind conditions will comply
with the allowed max dispersed Q constraint of 660 psf.
4.2.1.5 The solid rocket booster (SRB) impact ellipse will not be west of a
line connecting the following points (including dispersions):
$ = 3C.00° N, k = 80.310° W and
_ = 3..44 ° N, k = 79.895° W
4.2.1.6 The SRB descent dispersion will use the same in-flight winds as the
ascent.
4.2.1.7 At llft-off, the Space Shuttle main engines (SSME's) will be at 100-
percent thrust rated power level (RPL).
4.2.1.8 The SSME's will be throttled during the first stage for max q control.
4.2.1.9 The main engine cutoff (MECO) conditions will be consistent with the ex-
ternal tank (ET) impact constraints enumerated below:
a. Planned ET impact locations for nominal cutoff, including
dispersions, will be no closer than 200 nautical miles to land
masses in the Indian Ocean.
b. MECO and ET separation will be within GSTDN coverage.
c. MECO target conditions (r, v, y, _, i) will be the same for normal
ascent, AOA, and ATO.
. radius = 21 290 308 feet (60 nautical miles altitude)
inertial velocity = 25 668 fps
biased inertial flightpath angle = 0.526 degrees
ascending node --optimum in-plane
inclination --40.3 degrees
4.2.1.10 (Deleted)
4.2.1.10-a Tfail is a direct controlling parameter of the earliest tlme that a
downrange intact abort resulting from one SSME out is possible. For
nominal and abort shaping purposes, Trail shall be set at 260 sec-




4.2.I.11 The ascent trajectory will be shaped for an acceptable propellant mar-
gin for nominal, intact aborts, and contingency abort, respectively.
4.2.1.12 A single OMS engine failure will not preclude nominal orbit insertion.
4.2.1.13.a As a minimum, communications (voice, command, and telemetry) above
masking for a nominal mission are required through tracking station
BDA through OMS-I ignition + 5 seconds.
4.2.1.13.b For nominal, AOA, and ATO, the OMS-I time of ignition (TI6) shall
occur no earlier than 103.5 seconds from OrbiterlET structural re-
lease. The OMS-I TIG = 120 seconds will include a nominal 16.5 sec-
onds from MECO to structural release to accommodate tail-off, damp
rates, and preparation for separation and 103.5 seconds for track-
ing, ground evaluation, and appropriate action prior to OHS-I
ignition.
4.2.1.14 The OMS-I maneuver will provide an orbit with a nominal 150-nautical
mile apogee. The OMS-2 cutoff will result in a nominal 150-nautical
mile circular orbit.
4.2.1.15 Deleted. Moved to appendix A.
4.2.1.16 The FPR allowance for the nominal mission will accommodate the occur-
rence of both 3-sigma low SSME and SRB performance (10 600 pounds
propellant).
4.2.1.17 From T-9 minutes to T-I minute 57 seconds, propellant capability
for a 5-minute launch hold is available. A 5-minute hold
after auxiliary power unit (APU) startup at T-5 will
preclude a 24-hour recycle.
4.2.1.18 All four nominal SSME throttle change commands provided by the first-
stage guidance principal function are available for OFT mission
planning.
4.2.1.19 Nominally, the Shuttle vehicle will fly a +2.0° ankle of attack
and a 0.0° sideslip profile after the qa and qB constraint region.
4.2.1.20 Nominal SSME and SRB performance will be used for planning purposes.
4.2.1.21 The vehicle will be oriented on the pad with the -Z body axis (tail)
pointed south.
4.2.1.22 During the first orbit, S-band telemetry, voice, and uplink communica-
tion coverage for a duration of 3 minutes is required at Madrid for
_.1-degree elevation.
4.2.1.23 The ascent steering will be limited until GET : 150 seconds and
altitude is greater than 200 000 feet to avoid post-SRB separation
heating problems (total delt angle of attack less than 5 degrees






q.2.2 Space Shuttle Main Ermine (SSME) Constraints
4.2.2.1 The general purpose computers (GPC's) will issue the same thrust com-
mand to each SSME controller; i.e., no differential throttling.
4.2.2.2 The SSHE's must be reduced to and operated at minimum power level for
i at least 6 seconds before MECO.
q.2.2.3 For flight design analysis, the SSME power levels are assumed to be:
Minimum throttle = 65 percent
Maximum throttle = 100 percent (nominal and aborts)
q.3 SEPARATION
The followir_ groundrules and constraints will apply for nominal, ATO, AOA,
RTLS, and contingency abort mission.
4.3.1 Orbiter-ET/SRB
4.3.1.1 The dynamic pressure at SRB separation will not exceed 75 psf and the
pitch and yaw angles of attack will not exceed + 15 degrees. Body
rates at separation will not exceed the following: p deglsec;a
q _+2 deglsec; r _+2 deg/sec.
4.3.1.2 OrbiterlET three-axis attitude hold will be maintained for 4 seconds
after SRB staging to prevent recontact.
4.3.1.3 The time from $RB separation cue (primary or backup) to separation com-
mand will be approximately 6 seconds.
4.3.2 Orbiter/ET
4.3.2.1 The Orbiter will perform a -Z axis translational maneuver from the ET.
The RCS translational delta-V will be at least q.O fps.
4.3.2.2 (Deleted)
J
4.3.2.3 Separation (nominal, ATO, and AOA) will occur at MECO inertial atti-
tude. Measured attitude rates must be _ 0.5 deglsec in all axes.
4.3.2.4 The Orbiter will perform a ¥ body axis translational maneuver. This ma-
neuver will be executed following the completion o£ the RC3 -Z body
axis translational maneuver and the correction o£ attitude errors to
within the acceptable deadband. I£ at ET separation the configuration
is within the deadband, then the maneuver will be in the direction of
the +Y body axis. If at ET separation the configuration is outside the





the -Y body direction and if the roll angle is negative then the
translational maneuver shall be in the +¥ body direction. The RCS
translational delta-V will be for a duration of 24 seconds (_4 fps).
q.4 ORBITAL OPERATIONS
4.4.1 It is planned that a minimum of two 3-mlnute STDN passes above masking be
available on each of the first three orbits and at least one 2-minute
STDN pass above masking be available for each orbit.
4.4.2 The nominal mission orbital altitude will be 150 nautical miles circular
to maximize the onorbit GSTDN coverage without Jeopardizing the RCS
deorbit capability or the post-MECO tracking requirement.
4.4.3 An inertial measurement unit (IMU) alinement will be required within 1.5
orbits before each major onorbit translati_ _ maneuver.
4.4.4 All three IMU's and all five GPC's will be on during the entire flight.
4.4.5 The onorbit attitude timeline and predeorbit thermal conditioning will be
designed to provide thermal protection systems (TPS) backface temperature
and Orbiter structural temperature gradients within defined limits during
entry.
4.4.6 During the approximate q-hour period before deorbit, the navigation re-
quirements are as follows:
a. Three tracking passes (at least 30 minutes apart) >2 minutes above a
10-degree elevation
b. A primary uplink pass (at least 30 minutes after last tracking pass)
_I minute above a 5-degree elevation
c. After the primary uplink pass, a backup uplink pass at least 20
minutes before deorbit
4.q.7 The uncertainties and translation effects of systems venting, aerodynamic
drag, and the RCS after initiation of the tracking sequence for deorblt
maneuver computation and state vector determination will be minimized con-
sistent with reasonable operations techniques.
4.4.8 The Orbiter will be placed in the Z-LV attitude (payload bay to Earth)
for thermal control rather than the passive thermal control (PTC) atti-
tude for nominal STS-I flight.
4.4.9 A two-engine OMS maneuver and a minimum delta-V single-engine OMS maneu-




4.5 ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM
4.5.1 Delta-V requirements >6 fps for +X translation (using two OMS engines) or
-3 fps for +X translation (using one OMS engine) will be performed with
the OMS.
4.5.2 Maneuver computations will be based on nominal engine performance.
" 4.5.3 All normal OMS maneuvers >6 fps will be performed with two engines.
(Deorbit targeting will be biased to protect against one-engine out.)
w
4.5.4 It is desirable to plan all OMS maneuvers to occur within GSTDN coverage.
4.5.5 THe interconnect will be used only for contingency conditions. However,
the crossfeed will be used during nominal onorbit system tests.
4.5.6 An OMS engine failure will require that the propellant in the failed pod
be used in equal am£,unts with the operating pod.
4.5.7 Propellant in the OM_ retention tanks will be available to the RCS
engines for all onorbit conditions.
4.5.8 Loss of both OMS engines will require that the RCS deorbit propellant be
obtained from both OMS tanks.
4.5.9 Suff±cient OMS/RCS propellant will be provided to allow deorbit to a mini-
mum delta-V entry target line if the propellant in one OMS tank is
unavailable for use.
4.5.10 Where possible OMS propellants will be used as a ballasting agent for
longitudinal and lateral c.g. requirements.
4.6 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
4.6.1 Unless otherwise specified, exoatmospheric attitude maneuvers will be
budgeted at 0.5 deg/sec except for time-critical maneuvers, _ich will be
budgeted at 1.0 deg/sec.
4.6.2 RCS propellant tanks will be loaded full for both the fore and aft
• systems.
4.6.3 Nominal and contingency RCS entry control allowance will be available in
either aft RCS pod. However, maximum aft RCS propellant, consistent with
mission objectives and c.g. considerations, will be maintained for
entry-through-landing control.
4.6.4 Maneuver computations w111 be based on nominal engine performance.
4.6.5 For nominal mission operation, maximum steady-state firing duration will





For contingency mission operation, the maximum steady-state firing will
he 50 seconds for aft thrusters.
4.7 AUXILIARY POWER UNIT, ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM, AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
4.7.1 All nonpropulsive consumable tanks will be assumed to be fully loaded ex-
cept the potable and wastewater tanks. The potable and wastewater tanks
w_ll be offloaded to allow for storage of prelaunch fuel cell powerplant
(FCP) product water, atmospheric revitalization system (ARS) condensate,
and crew waste products.
4.7.2 Four potable water tanks will be available for nominal onorbit cooling
using the flash evaporator with PLBD closed. Two additional potable
water tanks and the wastewater tank can be used for additional cooling.
4.7.3 The APU's will be assumed to be turned on 5 minutes before deorbit igni-
tion and will remain on throughout landing and rollout.
4.7.4 (Deleted)
4.7.5 For nonpropulsive consumables budgeting, the following contingencies will
be considered :
a. A 24-hour hold without reservice.
b. The worst case of the following:
(;) Cabin puncture
(2) One extravehicular activity (EVA)
(3) Last deorbit opportunity on mission extension day
(4) Or,ecabin repressurization
(5) Deorbit one rev late
4.7.6 The electrical power system (EPS) analysis is based on the Orbiter
electrical equipment utilization baseline.
4.7.? The flash evapocators (hi-load and topping) will be turned on during as-
cent at 140 0OO feet and will be turned off during descent at 100 000
feet. The ammonia boiler will be turned on at 100 000 feet during de-






4.8 DESCENT - DEORBIT
4.8.1 The IMU alinement will be designed to minimize the IMU mlsalinement at
the entry interface. To maintain system perf_'mance marglns_ the maximum
platform mlsalinement at entry interface will be 950 arc-seconds. For a
contingency where degraded system performance mar_ins are n_cessary dur-
ing entry, the maxim_ IMU misalinement at entry interface will be 1900
arc-seconds.
4.8.2 The deorbit maneuver will nominally be performed using two OMS engines,
' but due to targeting and guidance ilexibilitl, the capability will exist
to downmo_e to other thruster configurations durir_ the burn. Specifi-
cally, the TIG and targets will be selected so that if or_ OMS engine
fails t TIG, or any time later in the burn, the deorbit maneuver can be
successfully completed using the remaining OMS e _:,e. Furthermore, if
the other OMS engine should also fail at the same time or at any time
after the first failure, the deorbit maneuver could still be succes_fully
completed using the +X RCS engines.
4.8.3 Propellant-critical contingency deo,'bit will be based on a shallower-
than-nominal targeting criteria to provide the best compromise between
deorbit capability, RCS propellant availability for attitude control dur-
ing atmospheric descent, and entry thermal environment.
4.8.4 Between ;he termination of the deorbit maneuver (except ATO) and entry
interface for two OMS, one OMS, and RCS modes that resul_ from the triple
downmoding operation, a minimum free-fall time of 15 minutes is required
for entry preparation.
4.8.5 In addition to satisfying the entry velocity, fliKhtpath angle, and range
requirements, the deorblt maneuver will include an out-of-plane component
to achieve an acceptable Orbiter entry interface center of gravity and
weight.
4.8.6 The Orbiter entry weight will be minimized by reducing remaining con-
sumables, such as OMS and forward and aft RCS propellant, etc., consis-
ten_ with reasonable operations techniques.
_.8.7 When selecting the nominal deorbit revolution, it is highly desirable to
have communication with and tracking of the spacecraft postdeorbit.
• 4.8.8 During descent, the Oroiter shall operate within the limits established
in Structur_l Flight Restrictions for Orbital Flight Test Program (SD78-
SH-0121).
J'.9 DESCENT - ENTRY THROUGH ROLLOUT
_.9.1 The environment model u-._d for computing the nominal OFP will be a mean
monthly atmospheric model for the planned entry date as defined by the
Four-D Global Reference Atmospheric Model. The environm.nt ,odel for ti_e
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4.9.2 The entry profile will be shaped to achieve a balance between the TPS sur-
face and bondline temperatures and Orbiter structural temperatures such
that the TPS performance during entry is optimized. This balance will in-
elude allowances for aerodynamic heating and trajectory dispersions.
4.9.3 (Deleted)
4.9.4 Entry-through-landing profiles will conform to control surface hinge mo-
ment limits, aerodynamic load limits, actuator rate limits, and struc-
tural load limits. For actual Orbiter weights for nominal end of mis-
sion, the structural load limits are +0.3 to 2g normal load factor be-
tween a Mach no. of 5.0 and an Earth relative speed of 24 000 fps and
-0.3 to 2.0g normal load factor for a Math no. _5.
4.9.5 Optimization of the entry profiles will include consideration of sonic
boom ground-level overpressures.
4.9.6 Nominal entry profiles will be targeted so that post-blackout target
changes are not required. However, the profiles will be shaped to
maximize post-blackout redesignatlon capability.
4.£.7 At entry interface, the nominal Orbiter longitudinal e.g. will be 66.70
percent and the lateral e.g. displacement will be 0.0. The nominal verti-
cal e.g. will be 375 + 3 inches.m
4.9.8 The terminal area energy management (TAEM) guidance reference dynamic
pressure will be based on the concept of flying directly to the heading
alinement circle without employing an S-turn in tailwind conditions.
Additionally, this dynamic pressure will allow the TAEM/approach and land-
ing interface constraints to be met in the presence of severe headwinds.
The energy control will provide conditions suitable for the initiation of
a manual approach.
4.9.9 The TAEM profile will be compatible with manual and automatic modes of
operation.
4.9.10 The max q will be limited to 300 psf for a Mach number >5 and to 342 psf
for a Maeh number <5. The dynamic pressure on the nominal profile will
be less than 240 psf for a Mach number >5 and less than 300 psf for a
Maeh number <5. During the terminal area maneuvers for a Maeh number
<2.5, the minimum dynamic pressure will be restricted to a value that
keeps the venlcle's lift/drag (L/D) on the front side of the L/D curve.
Therefore, the minimum dynamic pressure is a function of Oroiter weight
and varies from 133 to 161 psf as the Orbiter weight varies from 181 000
to 218 000 pounds.
4.9.11 To conform to compartment venting constraints, the maximum descent rate
and dynamic pressure will be 400 fps and 300 psf, respectively, in the
transonic region. In addition, the minimum dynamic pressure on the nomi-




_" 4.9.12.a The approach and landing profile will be shaped with a modified
autoland guidance to approximate the manually flown flightpath. An
autoland I-load that approximates tile manual profile will be loaded
onboard.
4.9.12.b The approach and landing profile will be optimlzed for the STS-I
Orbiter weight with the steep glideslope -_s shallow as possible, con-
sistent with dispersion margin requirements. The steep and shallow
glideslopes will be 20 degrees and 1.5 degrees, respectively.
" 4.9.13 Two steep glideslope intercept points will be used to accommodate winds
on the final approach. The objective for one set will be to accommodate
20-percent tailwinds to 60-percent headwinds and the second will be to
accommodate 40-percent to 100-percent headwinds.
4.9.14 After the first flare, at least 5 seconds of flying time will be pro-
vided between the time the pitch rate is less than 0.5 deg/sec and the
initiation of final flare.
4.9.15 An energy reserve equivalent to appY_ximately 4 seconds of flight time
at nominal main-gear touchdown will be provided for the range of wind
conditions used to design the approach and landing profile.
4.9.16 The normal load factor during the pullup from the steep glideslope to
the shallow glideslope will be deslgned for an average value of less
than ].Sg's.
4.9.17 The landing-gear deployment will be initiated at an equivalent airspeed
(EAS) such that deployment will be completed 5 seconds prior to m_in-
gear touchdown, with 9.4 seconds allowed for worst case gear deployment
time.
4.9.18 The body flap will be retracted to zero degree at approach and landing
initiation and will remain in this position through rollout.
4.9.19 The nominal descent rate at main-gear touc1_down will be approximately 2
fps.
4.9.?0 Nominal touchdown sr_ed will provide adequate pitch marglns for struc-
tural clearance. TDe maximum groundspeed at main-gear touchdown will
not exceed 218 knots. The nominal .'_peedwill be targeted for approxi-
mately 185 knots.
4.0.71 Tb._ nominal landing point w111 be selected to optimize MSBLS coverage
an_ ensure that the main-gear touchdown i._ beyond the runway threshold
in the presence of dispersions. The shallow glideslope aimpoint will be
1_00 feet beyond the runway threshold £or all landing sites for all nomi-
nal and abort conditions. Nominal main-gear touchdown will be approxi-
mately 2!300 feet downrange from the runway threshold.
4.9.2,' After touchdown, the derotation and load relief teehnlque will llmlt the




determining tire loads, a 60/40 percent proportioning of strut loads
will be used, thus the maximum allowable strut load will be 166 667
pounds. After main-gear touchdown, the speedbrake will be commanded to
50% HRL (49.3°), and a p_tch angle of 6 degrees will be held until the
EAS has decreased to 165 knots. Then derotation at a pitch rate of ap-
proximately 3 deE/see will be used to lower the nose gear to the runway.
The elevons will be lowered to 10 degrees down deflection after nose-
gear contact.
4.9.23 The pitch rate at nose gear contact will not exceed 9.4 deE/see (11
ft/sec at the nose gear). The nominal rate will be approximately 3
deE/see (3.5 ft/see at the nose gear). The total radial load (steady
state plus dynamic) on the nose-gear tires will be less than 45 000
pounds per tire.
4.9.24 Three seconds after nose-gear contact, moderate braking will be
initiated to s_op the Orbiter without exceeding the 36 x 106 ft-lb brake
energy reuse limit.
4.9.25 Nosewheel steering will not be engaged until the groundspeed is less
than 110 knots.
4.9.26 The profile will be designed for a left-hand turn on the final approach.
4.10 ABORTS
4.10.1 General
4.10.1.1 At all points on the ascent profile, the Orbiter with one SSME out
will have RTLS or AOA/ATO capability, allowing for 30 low performance
(SRB's and SSME's), plus 95 percent abort wind dispersions, and 5-
minute launch hold.
4.10.1.2 Based on ground advice, the crew will manually select the abort mode.
A 10-second delay from the abort condition to initiation of the abort
sequence will be provided to allow for the abort mode decislon process
and abort selection.
4.10.1.3 (Deleted)
4.10.1.4 If a single SSME-out failure occurs during powered ascent, the
remaining two SSME's will be automatically advanced to 100 percent, ex-
cept during the throttledown-for-cutoff sequence.
4.10.1.5 Provlded intact abort capability exists throughout launch, ascent
shaping will include a three-SSME-out capabilJty from llft-off to SRB
staging plus 30 seconds.
4.10.1.6 For all RTLS, the pre-MECO OMS and RCS burn/dump sequence shall primar-





intact aborts, AOA/ATO, performance critical aborts, and time critical
aborts there shall be no pre-MECO burn/dump OMS/RCS propellant
sequences.
4.10.1.7 The required c.g.'s for atmospheric descent resulting from aborts will
be the same as for the nominal end of mission. Longitudinal
c.g. = 66.7 percent, lateral e.g. = 0 inches, and vertical
c.g. = 375 + 3 inches.
4.10.1.8 The Orbiter weight for ATO, AOA, and RTLS atmospheric descent shall be
' minimized within systems and operational constraints and Orbiter per-
formance capability.
4.10.1.9 Flight safety and systems performance margins will not be compromised
during aborts to achieve flight test objectives.
4.10.1.10 (Deleted)
4.10.1.11 The nominal end of mission, ATO, and AOA have the same angle-of-
attack profile during entry.
4.10.1.12 (Deleted)
4.!0.1.13 For tlme-critical aborts from orbit, the gas generator (GG) cooler
must be utilized if deorbit occurs less than 3 hours from APU
shutdown. APU restart must occur within 120 seconds after GG cooler
is used. It should be recognized that this is a one time only opera-
tion and should restart not take place in the prescribed time (2
minutes) then the full 3-hour cool down will be required.
4.10.1.14 Downrange aborts will incorporate a post-MECO forward RCS dump that
significantly decreases the OMS ballast requirements.
4.10.1.15 To avoid contingency ditch, the shallow target line will be used for
AOA. The perigee resulting from the OMS-I burn shall be no lower
than 55 nautical miles, and the AOA shallow targets will accommodate
this constraint.
4.10.2 RTLS
• 4.10.2.1 The RTLS profile is shaped for benign marleuver rates, minimum loads,
and maximum control margins.
4.10.2.2 OMS/RCS/MPS propellant burns or dumps are designed to achieve the
required Orbiter entry longitudinal c.g. specifications and minimize
the entry weight. Pre-MECO OMS/RCS burn schedules are planned for com-
pletion at least 6 seconds prior to the powered pitchdown maneuver for
the latest RTLS abort. Post-MECO MPS LH2 dump and LO2 vent will not
be [nitlated untit after the RTLS ET separation maneuver and will be





4.10.2.3 MECO target conditions (range velocity) are selected to maximize glide
ranging potential and will be based on the Orb.ter maneuver capability
to achieve the target in the presence o£ dispersions.
4.1_.2.4 For RTLS, the ET impact ellipse will be no closer than 25 nautical
miles to any landmass. No ET impact will be allowed west of a line
connecting the following points (including dispersions):
#d : 30.000 deg N A : 80.310 dee W
Sd : 31.440 dee N k : 79.895 dee W
4.10.2.5 Automatic guidance is the primary mode for RTLS. However, the profile
will be shaped for benign flight conditions to enhance manual takeover
if required.
4.10.2.6 Single RCS Jet failures will not preclude a successful RTLS. This in-
eludes failures during the second stage e.g. management, ET separa-
tion, and GRTLS. RCS-to-RCS crossfeed will not be considered during
mated coast and ET separation.
4.10.2.7 The SRB's will not impact west of a line connecting the following
points:
$D : 300 N X : 80.31° W
$D : 31"44° N I = 79.895° W
including dispersions)
4.10.2.8 First-Stage SSME-Out
a. The engine-out steering will be the same as nominal for:
(I) Vertical rise
(2) Mach numbers between 1.05 and 1.6 to maintain structural mar-
gins in the event of an engine out during max q
(3) The time after 15 seconds prior to normal SRB separation to
ensure steady-state conditions at dispersed separation
conditions
b. The rate of change of pitch attitude between engine-out _nd nomi-
nal steering after Mach 1.6 will prevent qe from going below
-4100 psf degrees.
c. The maximum delta pitch attitude will be 5 degrees.
d. Engine-out steering is designed to center the trajectory in the
squatcheioid at M : 1.05, approximately.




f. The alternate SRB trim gimbal tables allow the SSME's to remain in
their null position in mean wind conditions.
4.10.2.9 The last RTLS abort will be determined as the last time an SSME can
fail and still make a guided MECO allowing for -3o ascent FPR (6000
pounds), 5 minute launch hold, and 95 percentile adverse winds
(includes the 10 seconds abort mode decision delay).
4.10.3 PRTLS
4.10.3.1 The abort steering will be limited in the same manner as nominal as-
cent to avoid post-SRB separation heating problems.
4.10.3.2 The pltcharound pitch rate will be commanded to 10 deg/sec.
4.10.3.3 Postpitcharound SSME throttle will be 95 percent with throttle for
weight control and weight target set for l-percent MPS remaining at
MECO for early aborts (prior to V LATE). For late aborts (after V
LATE), postpitcharound SSME thrott'lewill vary from 95 percent,up to
a maximum of 100 percent for the last abort point and with only 3o FPR
remaining. For three SSME aborts, the throttle will be 67 percent
prepitcharound and 70 percent postpitcharound with a maximum of 3
percent MPS remaining at MECO.
4.10.3.4 Powered pitchdown will be extended to approximately 20 seconds. Then
the pitchdown rate and acceleration commands will be selected for
slosh control. The SSME's will be throttled to 65 percent, and at
least 5 seconds of flight will be provided at fipal attitude and rate
commands prior to MECO.
4.10.4 RTLS Orbiter/E_ Separation
4.10.4.1 MECO target conditions will be adjusted to achieve (I) Five psf separa-
tion dynamic pressure without dispersions, (2) Less than 3 percent MPS
propellant excess remaining in the ET at separation, and (3) A
fllghtpath angle of zero degree at ET separation.
4.10.4.2 The ET separation attitude and rate nominal target conditions are
listed below. These conditions have an acceptable envelope for separa-
• tion design being defined by the tolerances about the nominal target
conditions.
a. Angle of attack = -4° + 2°
b. Sideslip angle = 0° + 2°
c. Roll angle = no constraint




e. Yaw rate = OO/sec + 0.5C/see
f. Roll rate = O°/sec + 1.25O/sec
4.10.4.3 El'separation will occur 12.5 seconds after the MECO command. ET sepa-
ration is followed by a -Z translation maneuver that is terminated
when at least 10 seconds have elapsed since separation and when the
angle of attack _ is greater than 10 degrees. ET separation will be
automatically inhibited for up to 6 seconds if any of the following at-
titude or rate inhibits are exceeded.
a. Angle of attack: -40 +20
-850
b. Angle of sideslip: 0° + 2°
c. Roll angle: no inhibit
+0.5 deg/sec
d. Pitch rate: -.25 deg/sec -4.75 deg/sec
e. Yaw rate: 0 deg/sec + 0.5 deg/sec
f. Roll rate: 0 deg/sec + 5 deg/sec
4.10.5 GRTLS
4.10.5.1 The GRTLS profile will be shaped to achieve benign atmospheric entry
conditions by minimizing the max q (<400 psf) and by optimizing the
pullout angle of attack experienced during the load relief phase.
4.10.5.2 The Orbiter attitude and rates at the end of the -Z RCS separation
burn phase will be within the RCS-aero surface recovery limits. The
GRTLS attitude and attitude rate control requirements at the end of
the -Z translational burn Dhase are as follows:
Axis Angle Angle limit Rate
Roll Roll -30° _ $ _ 300 -2O/sec _ p _ 2C/see
Pitch Angle of attack _ = 20° + 10° 2° + 1°/see
-- o
Yaw Angle of sideslip -3° < B < 3° -1°/sec < r < 1°/sac
-- -- o --
4.10.5,3 The angle of attack for the alpha recovery phase will be 50 degrees to
optimize the pullout angle of attack, and the Nz command for the Nz






4.10.5.5 Orbiter maneuver pitch rates during the alpha recovery phase will be
limited to 2 deg/sec.
4.10.5.6 The environment model used for computing the nominal OFP will be a
mean monthly atmospheric model for the planned entry date as defined
by the Four-D Global Reference Atmospheric Model. The environment
model for the nominal profile simulation will not include winds.
4.10.5.7 All approach and landing groundrules and constraints for the nominal
entry apply to GRTLS. All entry groundrules exceFt 4.9.1, 4.9.2, and
' 4.9.10 apply to GRTLS. Entry rule 4.9.4 applies with the exception
that the maximum load factor will be 2.5g's for GRTLS. Entry rule
4.9.8 is applicable except that an S-turn is incorporated in the nomi-
nal profile to cover dispersion during open-loop guidance phases.
4.10.6 AOA/ATO
4.10.6.1 For AOA/ATO, continuous S-band telemetry and voice communication cover-
age are required for ascent through MECO plus 2 minutes.
4.10.6.2 The AOA/ATO guided MECO conditions will provide ET impact locations no
closer than 200 nautical miles (including dispersions) to landmasses
in the Indian Ocean.
4.10.6.3 For Orbiter/ET separation, all groundrules and constraints that apply
to the nominal mission also apply to AOA and ATO.
4.10.6.4 For ATO, the intermediate orbit will be targeted for the circular
orbit, which results in the minimum post-MECO AV requirements for a
full duration alternate mission. For STS-I, this has been determined
to be a 105-nautical mile orbit.
4.10.6.5 (Deleted)
4.10.6.6 For AOA and ATO, the post-MECO OMS/RCS maneuvers will satisfy specific
velocity, flightpatn angle, and range requirement_ at entry interface,
and also achieve an acceptable Orbiter weight and longitudinal c.g.
4.10.6.7 (Deleted)
, 4.10.6.8 For nominal planning purposes, the downrange abort mode boundary is
the earliest time at which a single SSME failure can occur with a suc-
cessful AOA to the nominal AOA target llne, assuming:
a. A 5-minute launch hold
b. A 95-percent abort wind dispersion allowance
c. Abort mode decision delay does not apply to downrange abort mode
d. No pre-MECO OMS/RCS burns
e. Managers margin (3000 pounds MPS)
f. A -30 abort ascent performance





h. An 80-fps navigation dispersion allowance
i. A 2-minute OMS-I TIG delay (i.e., optimized for MECO plus 4
minutes)
J. Common OMS-I targets for AOA/ATO (apogee restriction of 105 n. mi.)
k. A 1500-pound forward RCS dump between OMS-I and OMS-2 to maintain
x and y e.g. at entry interface while lowering entry weight and
providing additional OMS for performance.
4.10.6.9 For an AOA the APU's will be on from prelaunch through MPS dump. One
APU will be shut down and the remaining two put in depress mode until
entry interface -5 minutes. The shutdown APU will then be restarted
at entry interface -5 minutes by operating the gas generator (GG)
cooler. Restart must occur within 120 seconds after GG cooler opera-
tion and the systems will remain on through stoproll.
4.10.6.10 All descent-deorbit and descent-entry through rollout groundrules and
constraints will be used for AOA Entry Profiles, except that the bal-
ance between surface and bondline temperatures will be biased to main-




4.10.7.1.1 Unrelated failures beyond those causing the contingency situation
will not be addressed.
4.10.7.1.2 SRB and ET impact ellipses should not be closer than 25 nautical
miles to any land mass, whenever possible.
4.10.7.1.3 If two SSME's fail, the throttle of the remaining SSME is to be set
to 100 percent (the maximum setting recommended to ensure continued
operation).
4.10.7.1.4 Maximum loads and load factors during contingency aborts could
stress the Orbiter to the structural load limit; i.e., operational
but not reusable.
4.10.7.1.5 Contingency abort analyses shall be based on nominal aerodynamic
data and nominal aerodynamic heating.
4.10.7.2 First Stage
4.10.7.2.1 Contingency abort trajectory design will endeavor to m: ntain strut.
tural loads within ultimate values (factor of safety = 1.0) for fail-





4.10.7.2.2 Should more than one SSME shutdown occur in the first stage and pro-
viding the roll program has been completed, control stick steerl.lg
(CSS) mode shoulo be selected and followed by a "hands-off" proce-
dure that allows auto-load relief to ensure load limiting and the
required low q during control of SRB tail-off.
4.10.7.2.3 The ejection seats will not be used above 75 O00 feet. (Other con-
straints on seat usage may evolve through analysis of, especially,
heat or radiation from SRB and/or SSME plumes, if these are a
problem. )
4.10.7.2.4 One-sigma rather than three-sigma SRB tail-off thrust mismatch will
be used.
4.10.7.3 (Deleted)
4.10.7.3.1 (Moved to 4.10.7.2.4)
4.10.7.3.2 (Deleted)
4.10.7.4 Second Stage
4.10.7.4.1 Manual control is the primary mode following the loss of two or
three SSME's.
4.10.7.4.2 Single engine burns will be used to minimize the maximum entry dy_
namlc pressure. Nominal and intact abort OFT trajectories that ex-
ceed the 800 psf boundary defined in terms of instantaneous apogee
altitude and velocity may have a contingency abort gap for failure
of all three SSME's.
4.10.7.4.3 If two SSME's fail or are shut down, the Orbiter/ET will be manually
controlled (aided by autopilot RCS roll control using OMS propel-
lant) to a canned attitude sequence, as a function of initial
conditions, to achieve a MECO where a safe ET separation and
Orbiter entry can be qchieved.
4.10.7.4.4 Maneuver rates under single SSME control will be limited to 5
deg/sec in pitch and roll and I deg/sec in yaw.
4
4.10.7.4.5 Pre-MECO dumping of OMS propellant is performed by burning the OMS
and aft RCS engines. These burns are initiated by item entry and
can be terminated at propellant depletion, MECO, or item entry. The
burns will automatically be reinitiated post-MECO (MM 602 only) if
burn/dump and terminated automatically (propellant depletion or g's)





ET separation for 2 SSME failures will utilize the fast separation se-
quence (3 seconds, _i 601). The ET separation for 3 SaME failures
will utilize the nominal sequence (16 seconds) when in _ 103 and the
RTLS (12 seconds) or fast separation (3 seconds) when in MM 601.
Dynamic pressure will be less than or equal to 2 psf and attitude
and attitude rates are the same as nominal. ET propellant remaining
up to 100 percent is acceptable for separation.
4.10.7.6 Descent - Recovery, Load Relief_ and Glide
4.10.7.6.1 An RTLS abort must be selected in order to provide the necessary
software for recovery, load relief, and glide. If initiated from an
ATO or AOA mission, the RTLS mode must be selected after the post ET
separation -Z translation maneuver phase and before OMS-I ignition.
4.10.7.6.2 Recovery angle of attack (currently 50 degrees) shall be selected to
minimize the maximum entry dynamic pressure and to allow adequate
control.
4.10.7.6.3 The load relief phase normal acceleration (Nz) command will not vio-
late the maximum structural load that the Orbiter can endure and con-
tinue to function until ditching/ejectlon. The maximum load
currently being used is 635 075 pounds for a factor of safety = 1.0.
4.10.7.6.4 If required, an OMS/RCS burn schedule is planned to dump propellants
to achieve an acceptable entry longitudinal c.g. and to minimize
Orbiter entry weight.
4.10.7.6.5 (Deleted)
4.10.7.6.6 RCS burns using OMS propellant must be terminated before a normal ac-
celeration of 0.05g. OMS burns can be continued to depletion, and
RCS (4 + X) burns using RCS propellant must be terminated before
entry redlines are violated.
4.10.7.6.7 MPS onorbit LOX dump will be initiated at post-MECO OMS ignition and
will be stopped at OMS cutoff and then switched to the RTLS MPS
dump/vent sequence.
4.10.7.6.8 The Orbiter will be manually flown to a benign glide profile after
pullout.
4.10.7.7 Post-MECO
If an ATO has been selected pre-MECO and another SSME fails, an AOA
may be selected via the abort switch after the post-ET separation -Z
translation maneuver phase and prior to the first OMS burn for intact




dependent on the timing of the engine failures.) To facilitate








Basically, the abort analysis initialization data are consistent with that used
for the ascent and entry analysis contained in volumes III and V, respectively.
Some of the more significant abort unique initialization information is provided
as follows.
5.1 ASCENT
• The powered flight abort trajectory profiles were generated using a 6-degree-
of-freedom (DOF) version of the space vehicle dynamics simulation (SVDS) pro-
gram. A spline-fit algorithm of the 1963 Patrick AFB atmosphere was modeled dur-
ing ascent, and the vehicle mass properties are consistent with reference 3.
The nominal aerodynamics used for the powered RTLS simulation were obtained from
' reference 4.
The SRB staging conditions used are presented in table 5.1-I. A summary of the
AOA/ATO initialization data is shown in table 5.1-II. Additional initialization
ascent abort constants are presented in section 10.0 as part of the onboard com-
pter I-loads list.
5.2 DESCENT
The descent abort trajectory profiles were generated using a 6-DOF version of
the SVDS program (ref. 5). The profiles are based on zero winds, and the
aerodynamic data are defined in the April 1979 update to the Aerodynamic Design
Data Book (ref. 6). All Orbiter weight and balance data utilized are documented
in reference 2.
Additional assumptions are suBaarized by abort type a_ follows:
a. GRTLS: The atmospheric model used is the April mean monthly atmospheric
model for KSC extracted from the Four-D Global Reference Atmospheric Model
(ref. 7). The April KSC atmosphere is presented in table 5.2-I and a compar-
ison to the 1962 Standard Atmosphere is presented in flgu_e 5.2-I and table
• 5.2-II. The guidance, navigation, and control flight software functionally
simulates the IBM May 21, 1979 delivery.
b. AOA: The AOA descent profiles simulation models are identical to those used
for the nominal end-of-mission descent profile documented in reference 5-4,
with one exception. The atmospheric model used is the April mean monthly
atmospheric model for AOA to Northrup Strip and is presented in table 5.2-
Ill. A comparison to the 1962 Standard Atmosphere is presented in figure
5.2-2 and table 5.2-IV.
c. ATC: The ATO descent profile simulation models are identical to those used




TABLE 5.1-I.- RTL$ INITIALIZATION CONDITIONS AT NOMINAL $RB STAGING
Parameter Value
Position
Geodetic latitude, dr_ ............ 28.815467
Longitude, deg ................ -80.195386
A!bitude, ft ................ 167 2?3.59
Velocity
Earth-relative velocity magnitude, fps . . . 4 186.7626
Earth-relative flightpeth angle, deg ..... 34.866909
Earth-relative azimuth, deg ........ 59.457601
Aerodynamic angles
Alpha, deg .................. 0.55094343
Beta, deg .................. -.21154258
Bank, deg .................. -179.72672
Body rates
Roll rate, deg/sec .............. -2.3262762E-1
Pitch rate, deg/seo ............. -8.8504452E-2
¥_w rate, deg/sec .............. -1.0378046E-1
Total weight, lb ................ 1.4681100E6




TABLE 5.1-II.- INITIALIZATION INFORMATION FOR AOA AND ATO
POWERED FLIGHT ANALYSIS
Parameter Value
SRB ignition time, GMT March 31, 1980; 11:30:00
Launch site locationt
Longitude, deg ................ 80.604128
Latitude (geodetic), deg .......... 28.608419
Altitude (to c.g.), ft ........... 183.74927
Landing site location for AOA (NOR)
Longitude, deg ............... -106.417381
Latitude (geodetic), deg .......... 32.960354
Altitude, ft ................ 3 771
Landing site location for ATO (EAFB)
Longitude, deg ............... -117.843134
Latitude (geodetic), deg .......... 34.9019
Altitude, ft ............... 2 089
L/O weight (at SRB ignition), ib ....... 4 449 964.9
MPS propellant
At SRB ignition, ib ............ 1 564 823
KSC launch hold, ib ............ 160
Fuel bias, ib ............... 700
-3u FPR, ]b ................ 5 644
Mean FPR, ib ................ 717
Resid,,_Is (upper failure), ib ....... 5 068
95 percent winds, ib ............ 1 271
MPS usable at SRB ignition, Ib ....... 1 551 263
MPS used SRB ignition to L/O, ib ...... 8 759
MPS usable at L/O, ib ........... 1 542 504
Pre-MECO OMS/RCS burns, ib .......... 0
Post-MECO OMS
Loaded, ib ................. 18 000
AOA
Nay dispersions, ib ........... 1 600
Ballast (including trapped and FPR), ib 1 100
ATO
Nay dispersions, ib ........... 800








Parallel 4 + X RCS burn during OMS-I
for AOA and ATO .............. 0
Atmospher_ 1963 Patrick AFB spline-fit algorithm
Transformation matrix from mean of 1950 to ideal platform for vehicle I
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TABLE 5o2-II.- GRTLS APRIL GLOBAL REFEREIiCEATMOSPHERE DATA
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TABLE 5.2-III.-AOA APRIL GLOBAL REFERENCE AI'HOSPHEREDATA
NO.OF ALTITUDE ABOVE
TMOSPN ER|C 1960 FISCHER DENS| IY TEMP[RA TURE
ELEMENTS ELLIPSO|D.FT PR[ $SURE, Psr SLUGS/FT" '3 DEG RANK|tIE
| 39999714+06 .4 q76771 _;-04 .373_0281- 10 .704cl531 7_03
2 39337c.)c.4_06 .5 B'_[]5_53 - 04 ,4722_6.q8- 1U . .6574_82f;._3
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This section contains a general dlscussion of the Shuttle intact abort
capabilities for the STS-I launch. 3peo_fically, it documents selected abort 7
cases that have been supplied to IBM as OFP trajectory tapes for onboard soft-
ware verification.
Basically, three Intact abort modes will be available during ascent if an abort
is required (fig. 6.0-I). These modes, RTLS, AOA, and ATO are designed to pro-
• vide continuous intact abort capability from llft-off tO insertion. Intact :
abort capability will provide a route for safe return of the crew, Orbiter, and
payload to a planned landing site. The primary requirement for an intact abort
capability is to provide protection against the loss of a single SSME or a sin-
gle OMS engine. This inherent (designed-in) capability does provide protection
: for other failures that require an immediate return and for some cases (AOA and
ATO) protection against the loss of both an SSME and an OMS engine. The abort
mode capability during ascent is summarized in figure 8.0-2 for the STS-I mission.
5.I SSME OUT IN FIRST STAGE
First-stage engine-out steering consists of alternate mission-dependent I-load
tables for guidance attitude c_ands, flight control load relief and SRB
trim gimbal schedules, and a relative velocity magnitude beyond which the
alternate attitudes will not be selected. Table 6.I-I shows the alternate
table requlrements based on which engine goes out as specified in the current
guidance and flight control system functional subsystem software requirements
(FSSR's), respectively (refs. 9 and 10). The engine-out steering I-loads
are designed to meet two objectives:
a. Maintain structural margins in the region of maximum dynamic pressure (max
b. Provide SRB separation conditions that meet separation criteria and thermal
constraints
, These objectives are to be met while adhering to the following groundrules and
constraints:
a. The engine-out steering will be the same as nominal for
(I) Vertical rise
(2) Maoh numbers between 0.9 and 1.6 to maintain structural margins in the
event of an engine-out during max q.
(3) After 15 seconds prior to normal SRB separation to ensure steady-
state conditions at dlspelsed separation conditions.
b. The rate of change of pitch attitude between engine-out and nominal steering




c. The maximum delta pitch attitude will be 5 degrees.
d. Engine-out steering prior to max' q must center the trajectory in the
squatcheloid at Mach 1.05.
e. Only one engine-out is considered.
f. The alternate SRB trim 8imbal tables retrim the Shuttle with the two
operating SSME'S in their null positions.
g. The alternate NZ tables compensate for the failed SSME ANZ, and the
SRB retrim _Z.
The following assumptions are made to simplify the design procedure.
a. The mean wind conditions will place the trajectory in the center of the
squatcheloid for each engine-out.
b. Engine-out squatcheloids are smaller than those for no failure.
c. Maintainir_ a 5° cone about +2° angle of attack and zero sideslip at SRB sep-
aration will provide acceptable thermal conditions.
The design procedure works backwards from SRB separation to vertical rise. The
design between max q and SRB stqing provides the desired sta_ing and thermal
conditions. The design prior to max q provides the desired loads margins. The
detailed steps of the procedure are shown in figure 6.1-I. Also, figure 6.1-2
clarifies some of the steps of the procedure in terms of pitch attitude.
The resultant engine-out I-loads for the STS-I cycle 3 mission are shown in table
6.1-II for the first-stage guidance attitude commands and flight control system
reference steering tables. Because STS-I, as currently designed, has benign SRB
separation conditions, no post-max q lofting Is_required. The nominal yaw att-
itude profile was used to maintain the desired q • B during the max q region.
Performance data showing trends in q • a, max q, and SRB separation condi-
tions for various engine-out cases are shown in figures 6.I-3 through 6.1-
5. Plots of trajectory pa_-ameter time histories for SSME 2 failure at lift-
off and 46 seconds from SRB ignition command are presented in figures 6.I-6(a)
through (s) and figures 6.1-7(a) through (s), respectively.
6.2 RTLS
The RTL3 abort is the intact abort mode that provides a suborbital return capa-
bility of the Orbiter, crew, and payload directly to the KSC Shuttle landing
field within approximately 22 minutes after lift-off for aborts initiated during
the first 262.5 seconds of ascent. RTLS was basically designed to protect against
loss of thrust of a single SSME, but its inherent capabilities also provide a
three-_SME return capability for time-critical failures requiring an immediate
return early in ascent. A typical RTLS profile and its associated flight phases





The powered RTLS (PRTLS) is that portion of RTLS with the SSME's burning and
characteristically begins when the abort is initiated and terminates at MECO.
Although an RTLS abort might be required for a failure in the first stage, the
actual RTLS sequence and guidance would not be initiated until after SRB Jettison.
At powered pitcharound, a fixed OMS burn sequence is executed to dump excess OMS
propellant for entry c.g. management (fig. 6.2.1-1).
The PRTLS flight phases are shown on figure 8.2-I in relationship to the RTLS
• profile. The first PRTLS phase is the propellant dissipation phase. This phase
is designed to continue powered flight downrange without violating poststaging
heating constraints and to loft the Orbiter/ET configuration to a suitable alti-
tude, dependent on abort time, to perform t.hepltcharound maneuver. To accom-
, plish this after the heating region (t = 150 seconds or h = 200K feet), a con-
stant thrust attitude is selected based on the velocity at the engine-out or the
corresponding staging velocity if the engine went out during the first stage
(fig. 6.2.;-2). This phase is not used for late RTLS aborts (t > 25_ seconds)
and pitcharou._dwould be performed immediately. Except for the latter, pitch-
around is de_ayed until the MP$ propellant remaining is sufficient to achieve
the required RTL$ MEC_ targets.
The pitcharound maneuver is essentially an in-plane pitch maneuver (excluding
yaw steering effects) at approximately 10 deg/sec to orient the Orbiter/ET con-
figuration in a heads-up attitude, pointing back toward the launch site (retro-
grade). Once the pitcharound has occurred, flyback guidance will be initiated
to null off the downrange velocity and add sufficient uprange velocity for the
Orbiter return. During this phase, the vehicle will be explicitly targeting to
the altitude, flightpath angle, and range-veloclty line. Also, active 3SME
throttling will be performed to make final adjustments to the MP$ propellant
remaining to allow for a satisfactory ET separation (<2 percent excess MPS pro-
pellant remaining in the ET).
The final PRTLS phase is the powered pitchdown (PPD) phase. This phase starts
approximately 20 seconds prior to MECO when closed-loop guidance is terminated.
PPD takes the mated vehicle from a relatively high angle of attack to the re-
. quired separation attitude (_ = ._o). _CO will then be performed when the
desired cutoff velocity has been achieved based on the MECO range-veloclty line
(fig. 6.2.1-3). The cutoff velocity is adjusted by guidance to compensate for
flightpath angle errors built up during the pitchdown maneuver.
Several PRTL$ trajectories have been generated for ST$-I. These are an SSME-out
at lift-off, 60 seconds, SRB staging, 150 seconds, 200 seconds, 254 seconds, and
the last RTLS time of 262.5 seconds; also, a three-SSME case initiated at 260
seconds was run and a three-SSME case initiated at 260 seconds with an SSME fail-
ure at 100 seconds prior to pitchdown. These trajectories should be representa-
tive of the powered flight phase for any RTLS abort during OFT-I ascent. A rep-
resentative PRTLS weight breakdown (consistent with ref. 3) used for these runs





abort case_ of SaME-out at lift-off, last RTLS, and 3 SSME RTLS selected at 260
seconds is presented on figures 6.2.1-4(a) through 6.2.1-6(gg) from SRB separa-
tion to ET separation. Some of the key event parameters for the collective
PRTLS runs are summarized in table 6.2.1-II.
The simulations used to generate these data had the following constraints:
a. All simulations terminated at ET separation.
b. All the OFT-I guidelines a_d constraints were followed.
c. All inputs to the software were from the cycle 3 I-load delivery.
Additional data for the cases of an SSME failing at lift-off, latest RTLS and 3
SSME RTLS selected at 260 seconds, are available on standard trajectory tapes.
Users interested in these tapes can contact the Flight Analysis Branch, Mission
Planning and Analysis Division, Johnson Space Center for additional information.
A summary plot of the PRTLS trajectory profiles is shown on figure 6.2.1-7
indicating the fan of possible RTLS abort trajectories for STS-I. A PRTLS radar
sumary is presented in table 6.2.1-III for the early and late RTLS abort cases.
6.2.2 GRTLS Overview
The GRTLS atmospheric flight returns the Orbiter, crew, and payload (intact) to
the designated RfLS abort runway at the launch site. This flight phase begins
at the end of the OrbiterlET -Z RCS translational separation burn and terminates
at landing. The GRTLS phase is designed (I) to maximize the range flown curing
atmospheric descent while limiting the aerodynamic loads experienced by shaping
the angle-of-attack and bank-angle histories that enhance the FCS performance
margins, and (2) to maximize maneuver margins that compensate for navigation
uncertainties, effects of unfavorable aerodynamics, atmosphere, and winds.
The basic ORTLS profile shaping problem is the result of the requirement to sepa-
rate the Orbiter from the ET at low dynamic pressure (<10 psf), which ensures
adequate separation clearances. At this dynamlc pressure the Orbiter has insuf-
ficient aerodynamic lift for equilibrium flight; therefore, the Orbiter acceler-
ates to a high descent rate until the dynamic pressure increases sufficiently to
allow an arresting of the descent rate. Very high descent rates are reached
before an effective aerodynamic recovery can be accomplished; therefore, high
aerodynamic and structural loads occur prior to stabilizing the trajectory. The
severity of these high loads depends on the speed, dynamic pressure, fllghtpath
angle at separation, Orbiter weight, and the angle of attack flown during ini-
tial entry into the atmosphere (alpha recovery angle).
A high angle of attack is maintained during the initial entry into the atmo-
sphere until the normal load factor exceeds 1.65g's. This initial angle of at-
tack is maintained as long as possible to arrest the descent rate, and when the
normal load factor approaches the desired limit, the angle of attack is reduced
at a rate designed to maintain a constant normal load factor (NZ) as the Orbiter
descends through the atmosphere and attains equilibrium fli_tt conditions. The




are determined by a trade-off between structural and flight control considera-
tions and trajectory performance requirements.
During the critical alpha recovery and load relief flight phases, no steering or
ranging is performed. Closed-loop guidance does not begin until the alpha tran-
sition phase.
After the Orbiter pulls out of the initial dive into the atmosphere and achieves
near-equilibrlum flight, a flight profile similar to the terminal area energy
. management (TAEM) profile for normal entry flight is established. A transition
flight phase is necessary to smoothly match the angle-of-attack profile at the
end of the load relief phase to the angle of attack required to optimize the re-
mainder of the flight profile. ?he transition angle-of-attack reference profile
is maintained until Mach 3.2 where angle-of-attack modulation is introduced for
range control. The capability exists during alpha transition to dissipate ex-
cess energy by use of an S-turn maneuver if required. At Mach 3.2, the Orbiter
initiates a guidance mode similar to the TAEM guidance for normal entry. During
this period, trajectory control is accomplished by angle-of-attack modulation
control the altitude/energy-range profile with speedbrake modulation introduce_
at Mach 0.9 for dynamic pressure control. Natural trajectory control is
achieved by bank-angle modulation that steers the Orbiter to the heading
alinement circle (HAC) and then along the _L_C. This flight mode is maintained
until the approach and landing interface conditions are achieved. The Orbiter
then follows an approach and landing profile similar to the nominal end-of-
mission approach and lands on the se.lected abort runway.
For STS-I, the GRTLS landings will be at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC). Al-
though an April launch is unlikely, ground-level winds may require a landing on
runway 33; therefore, performance assessment must be based on the capability to
achieve either mmway 15 or 33 at KSC for GRTLS. The prevailing winds and the
desire to make a left turn onto final approach dictate runway 15 as the primary
runway.
Furthermore, it is important that the Orbiter c.g. is within acceptable limits
during the atmospheric phase of the ORTLS flig'Itand that the Orbiter weight dur-
ing this flight phase is minimized. For cycle 3, these two objectives are aided
by both a pre-HECO OHS and RCS dump sequence during PRTLS and a post-MECO dump
of the trapped MPS propellants initiated after the termination of the Orblter/ET
-Z RCS translational separation burn. To eliminate potential fire or explosive
hazards, this MPS dump is scheduled to terminate prior to reachlng a 100 OO0-
feet altitude.
PRTLS targetlng criteria at the ORTLS interface are discussed in section
6.2.2.1. ?he ORTLS guidance and profile shaping considerations are discussed in
sections 6.2.2.2 and 6.2.2.3. Section 6.2.2._ contains *.he GRI_S trajectory pro-
files from the PRTLS trajectories pnerated for S;3-1. Profile data for the
GRT_, resulttn8 from a one _HE-out at 262 seconds and a one _MZ-out at lift-





6.2.2.1 GRTLS Targeting Criteria
The PRTLS is targeted for a range/veloclty (RV) target llne at MECO that is
based on the capability of the Orbiter to reach the abort landing site fro_
Orbiter/ET separation conditions and requires an S-turn for the nominal profile.
At ET separation, the Orbiter is also targeted for a horizontal flight condi-
tion; i.e., zero descent rate and an altitude designed to achieve the low dy-
namic pressure required by ET separation.
The target altitude is based on the maximum expected velocity at separation to
ensure that the maximum separat4on dynamic pressure criteria are always satisf-
ied. For STS-I, the nominal dynamic pressure requirement at separation is 5
psf, which results in a separation altitude of 224 000 feet for an April 1980
launch.
The positioning of the RV target line is accomplished as follows:
a. The maximum range from which the Orbiter can reach the runway is determined
for several different ET separation speeds. These speeds are chosen to in-
clude the expected variation in PRTLS MECO velocities. A maximum-range
flight profile is considered a IZmitlng case if the Orbiter reaches the ap-
proach-and-landing steep glide slope at an altitude of 10 000 feet above-
ground level while flying at the minimum dynamic pressure or maximum lift to
drag (L/D) angle of attack. A line drawn in the RV plane defined by the
locus of these maximum range points represents the low energy, undlspersed
GRTLS ranging capability boundary.
i b. The minimum range, or high energy line in the RV plane is determined for the
same variation in MECO speeds. Two criteria for high energy li_it case
acceptability are used. If either the Orbiter's specific energy versus
range-to-go profile touches the minimum entry point reference llne, cr if
the Orbiter flies so far over the runway centerline that it must fly more
than a 45° arc around the western heading alinement circle, then _he maximum
ener_ case has been exceeded.
c. The undlspersed RV ranging capability footprint is reduced by moving the max-
imum range line toward the runway and the minimum range llne away from the
runway. Range increments used for this purpose are derived by takin6 a
root-sum-square of all the increments resulting from dispersions that can ef-
fect GRTLS ranging capability such as aerocoefficient uncertainties, winds,
atmospheric density var_ations, and navigation errors. The aerocoefficiel,t
uncertainties and winds are the largest of these dispersion effects.
d. The nominal target line can now be positioned, after considering the
three-slgma PRTLS dispersions at MECO and the effects target position may
have on GRTb_ constraints; e.g., the dynamic pressure/angle of attack/Math
stability boundary. Location of the RV target line also determlne_ whether
or not an S-turn is required for energy dissipation in the nominal case.
The minimum angle-of-attack constraints necessary to assure lateral/direc-
4
tional trim and CnR dynamic stability, require S-turns wltb n approxi-
mately 5 n. ml. of _he dispersed low energy footprint edge. By designing an
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RV target for moderate S-turns, the angle-of-attack/dynamic pressure con-
stra_.ntsbased upon Cn8 dynamic are more likely to be avoided and the dy
namic pressure is controlled with less difficulty (after the pullout peak)
in dispersed conditions. For STS-I cycle 3, the RV target line is placed
relatively close (within 10 n. mi.) to the dispersed low-energy boundary so
that only moderate S-turns are experienced for _he nominal profile.
The GRTLS range capability for STS-I is presented in figure 6.2.2-I with and
without the effects of dispersions. The STS-I Orbiter/ET separation RV tar
get line is also presented in this figure. This target line is situated be
tween the maximum and minimum range lines, with the difference between the
target and the limiting range lines representing maneuver margins.
The target range (fig. 6.2.2-I) is the predicted range from the Orbiter/ET
, separation to the tangency point on the heading alinement circle (HAC), plus
the path length around the HAC and along the final approach to the runway
threshold. This target range is applicable for a landing on either runway
15 or 33 at KSC because the approach azimuth at ET separation is approxi-
mately 90° to the runway for STS-I.
6.2.2.2 GRTLS Guidance
The GRTLS profile (fig. 6.2.2-2) consists of eight flight phases that correspond
to the guidance modes (ref. 11) used during GRTLS. Seven of these phases are
contained within the GRTLS TAEM guidance, which guides the Orbiter through all
of the GRTLS flight phases from the end of the Orbiter/ET -Z RCS translational
separation burn to the -)proach and landing interface on final approach. The
final phase is the approach and landing phase. The first three phases of the
GRTLS TAEM guidance are unique to RTLS and the last four phases are identical to
those of the TAEM guidance for normal entry. The first three phases of the
GRTLS TAEM guidance are (I) the alpha recovery, (2) the NZ hold or load re-
lief, and (3) the alpha transition (fig. 6.2.2-3). The first two phases are
required to stabilize the trajectory following Orbiter/ET separation. The alpha
transition phase can incorporate an S-turn if required by the Orbiter's energy
state. The remaining four phases of the GRTLS TAEM guidance are (I) S-turn, (2)
acquisition, (3) heading alinement, (4) and prefinal. They accomplish the neces-
sary ranging and are identical to the phases of the TAEM guidance used for nor-
mal entry with two exceptions: (I) the energy per unit weight, altitude, and dy-
namic pressure references are extended to higher speeds to allow closed-loop
ranging to begin as early as possible, and (2) by providing greater energy con-
trol, the bank angle limit during S-turn is increased from 30° to 45°. Note
that an S-turn initiated during the alpha transition phase may continue into the
S-turn phase.
a. Alpha recovery phase - The alpha recovery phase (phase 6) begins at the end
of the Orbiter/ET -Z RCS translational separation burn and maneuvers the
Orbiter attitude from the low angle of attack required for separation to the
high angle of attack and a lift vector-up bank attitude in preparation for
atmospheric flight. This attitude is maintained until the normal load fac-
tor increases to within 0.35g's of the constant normal acceleration value of





The value of the angle of attack during the alpha recovery phase influences
both the subsequent aerodynamic loads experienced by the Orbiter and the min-
imum angle of attack experienced during the NZ hold phase. This recovery
angle of attack also influences the Orbiter's range potential. Therefore,
this angle of attack is determined for each flight by a trade-off between
Orbiter structural and flight control considerations and trajectory range
performance requirements. The higher this initial angle of attack, the
lower the maximum dynamic pressure and the higher the minimum angle of at-
tack experienced during the NZ hold phase. Both of these results are de-
sirable for structural and flight control stability considerations. How-
ever, a higher initial angle of attack decreases the maximum range capabil-
ity and also increases the postpullout phugoid motion, thus reducing the
latest time for an RTLS abort and introducing long-period trajectory
transients. For STS..I,the constant angle of attack for the alpha recovery
phase is 50°. This results in minimizing the peak dynamic pressure and
maximizing the minimum angle of attack during the NZ hold phase.
Attitude control during this phase is accomplished by both sets of aft RCS
thrusters and by aeordynamic surface effectors. Use of the aft roll and
pitch RCS thrusters is terminated when dynamic pressures of 10 psf and 20
psf, respectively, are reached. The aft yaw jets, used as the primary mode
for lateral control during low dynamic pressure, remain available to assist
the ailerons and rudder for latezal control until Mach 1.0, using the GRTLS
attitude control logic defined in reference 12.
L
The elevons and body flap are activated at the end of the separation burn.
The GRTLS FCS schedules the elevons and controls the body flap to null the
elevator trim command. When a dynamic pressure of 20 psf is reached, the
speedbrake is ramped from 0 to 98.6o relative to the hingeline to enhance
lateral stability.
The recovery angle of attack is maintained until the normal force NZ in-
creases to within 0.35g's of the desired NZ (2.0g's) during the NZ hold
phase. Switching to the NZ hold phase prior to reaching the desired NZ
provides for a smooth transition into the NZ hold phase with minimum NZ
overshoot. For STS-I, switching from the alpha recovery phase to the NZ
ho_d phase occurs when NZ reaches 1.65g's.
b. NZ hold phase - The NZ hold phase (phase 5) maintains the normal load fac-
tor to the predetermined 2-g value by reducing the angle of attack. To mini-
mize aerodynamics loads, the Orbiter is maintained in a lift vector up atti-
tude during this phase. For STS-I, the commanded Nz for this phase is a
constant 2g's, allowing a 0.5-g margin from the structural design limit.
The primary concerns during this phase _re to maintain structurally accept-
able aerodynamic loads and to achieve a pullout angle of attack that is
within the alpha/Ma(h dynamic pressure constraint flight corridor required
for adequate Orbiter lateral control. No maneuvers (heading correction, S-
turns, ranging, etc.) that could induce subsequent higher aerodynamic loads
and unfavorable flight conditions, are performed during this phase. After





transition phase provided the angle of attack is higher than the angle-of-
attack/Mach reference profile. If the angle of attack is below the refer-
ence at this point, the load relief maneuver is continued until the optimum
angle-of-attack profile is reached, and then the guidance switches to the
alpha transition phase.
c. Alpha transition phase - The objective of the alpha transition phase (phase
4) is to transfer the Orbiter from the NZ hold phase to the subsequent
closea loop guidance phases. During this phase, the guidance commands a
predetermined open loop angle-of-attack profile and a bank angle designed to
• direct the velocity vector toward the nearest HAC or initiate an S-turn if
called for by the energy state. If the angle of attack is above the refer-
ence alpha/Mach profile when phase 4 is initiated, a rate of 1.0 deg/sec
pitchdown is commanded until the angle-of-attack profile is smoothly merged
with the alpha/Mach reference profile.
Because the alpha recovery and the NZ hold phases are both open loop with
regard to energy management, and suffici3nt energy must be available to cope
with open-loop energy losses from headwinds and unfavorable L/D variations, ;_
GRTLS is intentionally targeted to produce an excess energy state at the ini-
tiation of active ranging in the nominal no-wind case. Therefore, an S-turn
is normally initiated (and terminated) during the alpha transition phase.
The alpha transition phase is terminated at Mach 3.2, and complete closed-
loop TAEM guidance begins.
d. S-turns - An S-turn (phase 4 or phase zerJ) is used to dissipate excess
energy by changing the groundtrack to increase the range to be flown when
angle-of-attack modulation is insufficient for range control. Since GRTLS
is intentionally targeted to produce an excess energy state at nominal
pullout conditions an S-turn is needed for a nominal no-wind GRTLS.
While performing an S-turn, the guidance commands a bank angle of 45° to es-
tablish the S-turn energy dissipation maneuver. The direction in wnich the
S-turn is made depends on the Orbiter heading and on which side of the
runway centerline the Orbiter is located. If the S-turn is performed during
the alpha transition phase (phase 4), the guidance commands the predetermined
open-loop, angle-of-attack profile. If the S-turn continues below Mach 3.2
(phase zero), ANZ is commanded to achieve the altitude, dynamic pressure,
and energy reference profiles. Termination of the S-turn phase occurs when
the energy/weight (E/W) becomes less than the S-turn termination E/W limit
and switching to the acquisition phase occurs. The GRTLS TAEM E/W versus
. range proriles for STS-I are shown in figure 6.2.2.4.
e. Acquisition phase - During the acquisition phase (phase I), the altitude and
energy profiles are controlled by angle-of-attack modulation and the dynamic
pressure is controlled by speedbrake modulation when the Mach number is less
than 0.9. Dynamic pressure is indirectly controlled above Mach= 0.9 by
selecting the altitude versus range reference profile to achieve a particu-
lar dynamic pressure profile. Trajectory control is achieved by hulling out
altitude and altitude rate errors via the normal acceleration ANZ command.
The ANZ command is restricted by constraint control laws that are func-




the ANZ command issued by the guidance is constrained to be within -0.5g
to 0.75g.
During this phase, the roll angle is commanded to steer the Orbiter toward
a tangent to the nearest HAC. The roll angle command in this phase is pro-
portional to the Orbiter heading deviation from the tangency to the nearest
HAC.
Checking the .riteria for switching to the heading alinement phase (phase 2)
occur_ when the Orbiter approaches within 22 000 feet of the center of HAC,
which has a radius of 20 000 feet and is located approximately 6.50 n. ml.
from the runway threshold. A switch to the heading alinement phase occurs
when either the Orbiter is within 2000 feet of the tangency point on the HAC
or within 20 200 feet of the center of HAC. For STS-I GRTLS conditions, the
switch to phase 2 occurs around 23 100 feet altitude and approximately 11.7 •
n. mi. from the runway threshold.
f. Heading alinement phase - The heading alinement phase (phase 2) commands a
roll angle to assure that the Orbiter performs a turn, which follows the HAC
while the angle of attack is commanded to maintain the reference altitude-
range profile.
The Orbiter remains in this phase, gliding around the HAC until it gets
within 4000 feet of the intersection of the HAC and the runway centerline.
This occurs when approximately 10° of turn around the HAC remain. The guid-
ance then switches to the prefinal phase (phase 3) approximately 7.1 n. mi.
from the runway threshold at approximately 13 200 feet altitude.
g. Prefinal phase - In the prefinal phase, the bank command is generated from
a linear combination of the Orbiter's lateral deviation and deviation rate
from the runway centerline. The Orbiter remains on the nominal altitude-
range profile that takes the Orbiter from its present glideslope to the
autoland outer glideslope (20° for STS-I) by angle-of-attack modulation
generated from NZ commands. During this phase, the TAEM/autoland transi-
tion logic is executed to determine when the switch to the auto_nd guidance
should occur. This is an automatic transfer, and an indicator t transfer
has occurred is displayed to the crew.
The autoland guidance is initiated when the altitude is less than 10 000
feet and crossrange displacement from the runway centerllne, dynamic pres-
sure, and glideslope are within acceptable tolerances. At an altitude of 10
000 feet, transfer occurs if the Orbiter is within 1000 feet of the desired °
reference altitude, within 1000 feet from the runway centerline, within 4°
of the desired outer glideslope (20° for STS-I), and within 24 psf of the
desired dynam_.cpressure (265 psf for STS-I). These tolerances (except the
dynamic pressure) decrease linearly with altitude until an altitude of 5000
feet is reached. At this point the Orbiter haa to be within 50 feet of the
desired outer glideslope, and within 24 psf from the desired dynamic pres-
sure for transfer to occur. _f the tolerances are not met by the tlme the
Orbiter reaches an altitude of 5000 feet, the guidance mode transfer occurs




TAEM/autoland interface conditions are met by an altitude of 10 000 feet
with a range of 34 000 feet from the threshold.
6.2.2.3 GRTLS approach and landing
Approach and landing for STS-I will be flown manually but autoland guidance
modified to approximate manually flown profiles was used to generate trajectory
data presented in this document. This guidance incorporates four phases: the
trajectory capture, steep glideslope, flare and shallow glideslope, and final
° flare phases. These phases are shown on the geometric altitude-range profile
presented in figure 6.2.2-5.
The approach and ].andir_phase consists of a steep (20° for STS-I) outer
, glideslope followed by a flare and a shallow (1.5° for STS-I) inner glideslope
followed by a final flare before touchdown. The 20° glideslope is designed
to provide equilibrium flight with approximately 60 percent speedbrake deployment
with a speed of 280 knots equivalent airspeed (KEAS) corresponding to approximately
265 psf dynamic pressure. This configuration for the 20o outer glideslope _
permits sufficient speedbr_ke modulation to compensate for design headwinds, 1
aerovariations, and TAEM/autoland interface dispersions. The 1.5° inner t
glideslope is designed to provide at least 5 seconds of shallow glideslope
flight time. A desired landing speed of 185 KEAS is designed to provide i
4 seconds of flight time margin in the presence of worst-case conditions, i
The approach and landing phase begins when the rAEM/autoland guidance interface I
conditions are met. The trajectory capture phase computes normal acceleration 4
commands to guide the Orbiter from the TAEM/autoland interface conditions to the
20° outer glideslope trajectory. This phase is usually very short (approxi- lmately 2 to 3 seconds) becaus£ the prefinal phase of TAEM guidance u_ually
leaves the Orbiter near the steep glideslope. During the steep gliaeslope
phase, normal acceleration commands are computed to guide the Orbiter along the
desired glideslope. The desired dynamic pressure is maintained during this
phase by speedbrake modulation. The Orbiter remains on the outer glideslope
trajectory until the initiation of the flare and shallow glides]ope phase. The
body flap is retracted to 0° at approach and landing initiation. The speedbrake
is retracted at an altitude of 2500 feet.
For STS-I, manual initiation of the flare and shallow glideslope phase begins at
an altitude of 1850 feet. The phase begins with a constant NZ pullup and then
transitions to the 1.5° inner glideslope using an exponential flare. This inner
glideslcpe is designed to minimize the sink rate when close to the ground and to
require on3y a small final flare prior to touchdown and still provide adequate
ground clearance while on final approach. The landing gear deployment is
delayed until airspeed decreases below 270 KEAS.
Checking for the final flare phase initiation begins at an altitLde of 50 feet.
The exact altitude (h) of the final flare is determined as a function of the al-
titude rate (h). For STS-I, switching occurs at an altitude of approximately 50
feet. If phase switching has not occurred by a 30-feet altitude, the guidance






phase, the normal acceleration commands are computed to reduce the descent rate
to approximately 3 fps at Orbiter touchdown.
The GRTLS autoland guidance is designed such that two sets of approach and land-
ing phase geometric parameter I-load values are available for selection,
depending on landing site wind conditiol.s. Each set of parameters is designed
to meet a given range of wind conditions possibly encountered for that particu-
lar flight. One set is designed for zero to 50 percent of worst-case wind condi-
tions and one set for winds higher than 50 percent. Each set is designed such
that the final approach and landing phase will always be approximately the same
from an operational viewpoint.
6.2.2.4 GRTLS Trajectory Profiles
The STS-I GRTLS profiles have been simulated and analyzed. These profiles begin
at Orbiter/ET separation. The -Z RCS translational separation burn was simu-
late. The trajectory profiles presented are simulations of GRTLS for the follow-
ing abort conditions: (I) engine-out at 262.5 seconds flight time with the RTLS
initiated 10 seconds later, (2) engine-out at lift-off with the RTLS initiated
at 150 seconds flight time, and (3) 3-SSME RTLS initiated of 260 seconds flight
time. For indentification of the tables and plots that follow, these profiles
are referred to as (I) last RTLS (GRTLS-I), (2) lift-off RTLS (GRTLS-2), (3) 3-
SSME RTLS (3RTLS-3), respectively, and are presented in this order.
The initial ET/separation conditions of the profiles shown in table 5.2.2-I var-
ied from a velocity of 6160 fps to 6541 fps with ranges to runway 15 at KSC of
226.9 n. mi. to 243.7 n. mi., respectively. The GRTLS trajectory profile and
the aerodynamic loads experienced were similar for all these initial separation
conditions. For example, the peak dynamic pressure experienced during the load
relief phase ranged from 298 psf to 259 psf. All cases initiated with an azi-
muth error less than 1.0° to the tangency on the HAC.
Altitude at initiation of the separation sequence ranged from 221 532 feet to
225 045 feet. The conditions at the initiation of the closed loop GRTLS/TAEM
ranging (major mode 603) are shown on table 6.2.2-II. The range at initiation
of the acquisition phase was from 76.9 n. mi. to 78.2 n. ml. and altitude varied
from 91 082 to 92 086 feet at the given predicted ranges all profiles were
within 1200 feet of the reference altitude profiles at this point. Dynamic pres-
sure varied from 235.5 to 249.7 psf, compared to a reference dynamic pressure of
210 psf. These conditions are a result of the transition angle-of-attack sched-
ule chosen and termination of the S-turn before acquisition phase initiation. "
An_le of attack at this point ranged from 13.9° to 14.05o. _l_ecenter of the
angle-of-attack corridor is 14°. The azimuth tG the HAC tangency point ranged
from -12.43° to -20.04°. The variation is because of the length and time of com-
pletion of the S-turn.
The conditions at approach and landing interface are shown on table 6.2.2-IIi
for the three trajectory profiles. All three trajectories initiated the
autoland guidance by passing the 10 000-feet limit and meeting all the addi-
tional criteria at this point. Flightpath angle was within 0.3 ° of the 20°





trajectory profiles initiated the approach and landing at the nominal 280 KEAS
(265 psf dynamic pressure) and maintained speedbrake between a 55° and 60° de-
flection. Retraction of the speedbrake was initiated at a 2500-feet altitude
for all three trajectories. The landing gear deployment cue (270 KEAS) was
reached at a gear altitude of 225 to 230 feet and the gear was fully deployed by
an altitude of 65 feet. Freflare was completed in m% altitude range of 155 to
160 feet and the final flare was initiated at altitudes ranging from 45 to 50
feet.
Touchdown occurred from 2537 to 2586 feet from the runway threshold. Relative
" veloci;y at touchdown was approximately 189 knots for all three trajectory
@rofiles. Equivalent airspeed at touchdown was approximately 188 knots (120 per
dynamic pressure) and sink rate was 2 fps. Angle of attack at touchdown varied
from 9.4 ° to 9.6 ° .
The time and conditions at other significant events during the GRTLS trajectory
profiles are given in tables 6.2.2-IV to 6.2.2-VII (sequence of events). These
tables are compiled for the open-loop GRTLS, closed-loop ranging, and approach
and landing portions of the trajectory profiles.
Since the GRTLS trajectory profiles and aerodynamic loads experienced were simi-
lar for all three RTLS aborts, detailed data for only the last RTLS (GRTLS-I)
profile are presented in figures 6.2.2-6 through 6.2.2-10. Figure 6.2.2-10 dis-
plays the GRTLS STS-I OFF In a perspective view. Selected trajectory data for
the lift-off RTLS (GRTLS-2) are presented in figure 6.2.2-11. Tracking data for








This section presents tabulated and plotted trajectory data for selected AOA
aborts. Two cases are considered: maximum underspeed (earliest) AOA, SSME num-
ber 3 failure at 262 sec with a 410 fps _.derspeed at MECO, and an AOA selected
after nominal OMS-I from a no SSME-out nominal MECO. The two cases represent
the most performance critical AOA (maximum underspeed at MECO) and an AO£
selected for a quick return due to a time-critical situation. A sequence of
events summary is presented in table 6.3.1-I for Case I and in table 6.3.1-II
for Case 2.
The plots are divided into two regions, SRB staging to MECO and MECO-to-entry
interface. All are plotted versus time in seconds from lift-off. The plotted
parameters were chosen to indicate performance and to provide a definition of
the trajectory. The tabulated data describe specific events such as OMS burns
and entry interface. The parameters plotted for the pre- and post-MECO regions
of the trajectory are presented in table 6.3.1-III.
Ground communication AOS and LOS are presented in table 6.3.I-IV. These data
are for Case I maximum underspeed of 410 fps with SSME number 3 failure at 262
seconds. AOS and LOS GET were generated using the SVDS RADAR postprocessor with
terrain masking. A typical grcundtrack with relative locations of OMS-I, OMS-2,
and post-MECO communication coverage is shown in figure 6.3.1-I for these two
AOA cases. The trajectory plots are shown in figures 6.3.1-2 through 6.3.1-4
and the tabulated events are given in tables 6.3.1-V through 6.3.1-XV.
No data are presented for Case 2 until after the OMS-I burn because it performs
nominally from lift-off through the OMS-I burn. Because current crew procedures
prohibit the selection of an AOA or ATO pre-MECO, the first- and second-stage
trajectories for an SSME-out at 262 seconds are identical for AOA and ATO except
that MECO occurs at a slightly greater underspeed for AOA. Therefore, the SRB
staging to MECO plots presented in this section are not repeated for ATO (sec.
6.4).
6.3.2 AOA Descent
The prime AOA landing site for the STS-I OFP is runway 17 at Northrup Strip.
The AOA crossrange to Northrup Strip is 316 n. ml. and the crossrange capability
for AOA is 700 n. mi., which includes a 95-n. mi. allowance for dispersions.
The entry weight and longitudinal c.g. at entry interface for AOA profiles
presented are 192 023 pounds and 66.7 percent, respectively. Control of the
c.g. is a requirement.
Descent Profile Design
The AOA profile shaping reflects the nominal descent profile design presented in
reference 8. All flight software I-loads are identical to those used in the nom-





- interface for the AOA profiles was adjusted from the nominal descent targeting
to establish a 3o margin above the equilibrium glide boundary in the drag
acceleration/velocity plane, to ensure adequate maneuver capability. The
resulting nominal AOA target line is presented in figure 6.3.2-I. This, and the
added Orbiter entry weight for the AOA profiles, resulted in slightly higher max-
imum surface temperatures.
A contingency target line, also in figure 8.3.2-I, can be a backup target line
in case of limited OMS-I or -2 performance or some other contingency that limits
the abort performance available. The contingency target line used a preentry
• roll attitude of 90° and gives similar temperatures on the Orbiter as the EOM
contingency line.
The Orbiter thermal control points and panels are identified in figure 6.3.2-2.
AOA trajectories - one AOA descent trajectory, the earliest SSME-out AOA is
documented as follows:
Earliest _SME-Out AOA
The entry interface conditions are a 4258-n. mi. range from the runway thresh-
old, and the inertial velocity and flightpath angle are 25 611 fps and -0.8971o,
respectively. A summary of the event times and trajectory data, including the
TPS environment and groundtrack, is found in figures 6.3.2-I through 6.3.2-22












6.4.1 Powered Flight iU
i
This section presents tabulated and plotted trajectory data for a maximum I_
underspeed (earliest) ATO abort with SSME number 3 failure at 262 seconds and ]
i
with a 375 fps tmderspeed at MECO. A sequence of events summary is presented in If'table 6.4.I-I.
The plotted parameters were chosen to indicate performance and provide a defini-
tion of the trajectory. The tabulated data describe specific events such as the
MECO state and OMS burns. Because current crew procedures prohibit the selec- [
tion of an AOA or ATO pre-MECO, the second-stage trajectories for an SSME-out
262 seconds are identical for an AOA and ATO except that MECO occurs at a
slightly smaller underspeed for ATO. Thus, no ATO SRB staging to MECO plots are
presented in this section but are provided in the AOA section, 6.3. The parame-
ters plotted for the post-MECO region of the traJector.?are presented in table
6.4.1-II. The trajectory plots are shown in figures 6..4.1-Iand the tabulated
events are given in tables 6.4.1-III through 6.4.1-VII.
A typical groundtrack with relative locations of O_:_S-I,OMS-2, and post-MECO com-
munication coverage is shown in figure 6.3.1-I for this earliest ATO.
After orbit has been achieved for an ATO situation, an alternate mission is
flown in which the orbit is raised to as near nominal as available propellant
allows. No deorbit data are included in this document because deorbit will be
a function of that final orbit. In the earliest ATO situation, a I05-n. mi.












TABLE 6.I-1.- MISSION DEPENDENT FIRST-STAGE ENGINE-OUT
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL I-LOADS
Guidance
Attitude commands
I I I I I l I I
! *Relative ! ! SSME 1 out I ! SSME 2, 3, I ! V PYR !
i I velocity I I pitch I I out pitch I I switch !
, I l I attitude I I attitude I I I
l 30 I I 30 I I 30 I I 1 I
: Flight control
I I I I I l I I I I
! *Relative ! ! SSME 1 out ! ! SSME 2, 3, ! ! SSME 1 ! ! SSP_ 2, 3,1
I velocity I I SRB trim ! I SRB trim I I out NZREF I I out NZREF I
I ! I l I I I I I I
I 20 I I 20 I I 20 ! I 20 I I 20 I
I l I !
l SSME 2 l I SSME 3 out !
I out NYREF I I NYREF l
I I I l






TABLE 6.1-II.- STS-I FIRST-STAGE NOMINAL AND ENGINE-OUT I-LOADS
(a) Guidance attitude commands
Pitch, deg Yaw, deg Roll, dee
VE, SSME I SSME 2,3
f___s__ Nominal out out Nominal Nominal
O.0 90 90.0 90.0 0.O 0.0
107.18 74.24 73.50 74.55 67.18 180.0
364.29 74.24 73.50 74.55 67.18 180.0
368.02 74.14 73.50 74.52 67.10 180.0
479.35 73.03 73.57 73.68 65.16 180.O
676.34 70.30 1'3.70 72.20 62.73 180.0
782.68 69 06 71.36 70.47 61.76 180.O
939.99 67.91 67.91 67.91 60.46 180,0
975.41 67.62 67.62 67.62 60.12 180._
1090.43 65.98 65.98 65.98 58.67 180.O
1212.31 64.40 64.40 64.40 57.40 180.0
1320.54 63.53 63.53 63.53 56.44 180.0
1384.72 62.93 62.93 62.93 55.98 180.0
1481.62 61.74 61.74 61.74 55.66 180.0
1575.53 60.23 60.23 60.23 55.98 180.O
1669.92 58.54 58.54 58.54 56.59
1928.98 53.40 53.40 53.40 58.22
2070.02 50.51 50.51 50.51 58.96
2167.55 48.53 48.53 48.53 59.24
2366.77 46.34 46.34 64.34 59.49
2484.87 45.21 45.21 45.21 59.53
2665.70 43.65 43.65 43.65 59.49
2833.37 42.34 42.34 42.34 59.42
2923.22 41.73 41.73 41.73 59.54
3167.98 40.06 40.06 40.06 59.40
3500.48 37.88 37.88 37.88 59.14
3750.96 36.32 36.32 36.32 59.09
4003.96 34.79 34.79 34.79 59.16
4102.24 33.87 33.87 33.8? 59.21
4300.0 31.58 31.58 31.58 59.45
VFYRSW : 1000. fps
6-18
i 9800 i 89 i 2-08 i
78FM51:VI
TABLE 6.1-iI.- Concluded
(b) Flight control system reference steering tables
Nominal SSME I out SSME 2 or 3 out
SRB SRB $RB
VE, trim, trim, trim,
fps deg NZ, g deg NZ, g deg NZ, g
0 -0.613 -0.0590 -0.0644 -0.0307 -0.1299 -0.0406
167.76 -.598 -.0590 -.0264 -.0249 -.0919 -.0341
269.53 -.672 -.0538 -.0842 -.0213 -.1436 -.0304
417.79 -.721 -.0649 -.2111 -.0475 -.2730 -.0420
779.16 -1.394 -.1414 -.6500 -.1330 -.7400 -.1350
877.32 _1.543 -.1683 -.7800 -.1375 -.8600 -.1480
939.99 -1.453 -.1817 -.9000 -.1400 -.9000 -.1550
1006.20 -.519 -.1485 -.2763 -.1450 -.2977 -.1620
1110.17 .586 -.1566 +.7030 -.1547 +.6482 -.1692
1151.33 .388 -.1668 +.5864 -.1596 +.5267 -.1732
1208.91 .318 -.1651 +.5119 -.1535 +.4500 -.1664
1296.92 -.292 -.2173 +.5504 -.1582 +.4920 -.1697
1606.40 .057 -.1739 +.8980 -.1350 +.8382 -.1461
1951.98 .300 -.I090 +.9894 -.0780 +.9452 -.0911
2167.55 .373 -.0803 +.9981 -.0494 +.9633 -.0642
2417.08 .606 -.0950 +1.1690 -.0560 +1.1497 -.0725
2833.37 .61b -.I090 +1.1556 -.0619 +1.1554 -.0806
3058.84 .590 -.1173 +!.1556 -.0651 +1.1554 -.0844
3787.75 .588 -.1351 +1.1556 -.0651 +1.1554 -.08_4
4300.0 .588 -.1351 +1.1556 -.0651 +1.1554 -.0844
NYnominal, 1 out = O.Og
NY2out = -O.O08g
NY3out = *O.O08g






TABLE 6.2.1-I.- WEIGHT DEVELOPMENT FOR STS-I RTLS ABORTS
(a) PFD target weights
Configuration Weight, ib
Orbiter without consumables 169 712
Nonpropulslve consumables 5 123
MPS propellant FPR 5 387
OMS propellant loaded 18 000
Aft RCS propellant loaded 5 031
Forward RCS propellant lo_4ed 2 477
Orbiter minus cargo 205 730
Cargo module total 10 1't5
Total Orbiter weight 215 905
ET inert 79 343
Total ORB/ET mat_ vehicle 295 248
OMS burned pre-MECO -15 439
RCS burned pre-MECO 0
ORBIET minus OMSIRCS dumped 279 809
Mrs propellant remaining in ET 27 000
for 2 SSME RTLS
Desired 2 _ PPD weight target 334 809
Desired 2 S_M_ _.S MECO weight 306 809
Mrs propell _ J_,,.-ment for -2 500
3 _ME BT,S
Desired 3 SSME RTL_ rED weight target 344 814





(b) Last RTLS MECO weight
Configuration Weight, ib
ORB/ET minus OMS dumped 279 809
. Fuel bias 934
ET residuals 5 068
Abort FPR 6 029
Launch hold and winds 1 887
Manager's mergin 3 000
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Comm site AOS, sec LOS, sec
Merrit Island 0.0 544.0
Bermuda 289.0 767.0
Madrid 1181.0 1487.0 .






'FABLE6.3.1-V.- EARLIEST AOA MECO STATE
Parameter Value Unit
! GMT 42 029.6 see
[ GET 629.6 see|
Orbital parameters
i Apogee altitude 61.74 n. mi.
Perigee altitude -181.52 n. mi.
; True ancemly 170.5 deg
Argument of perigee -I06.4 dee
Semimajor axis 20 567 850. ft
Eccentricity .035676 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go -- fps






Inertial velocity 25 258.0 fps
Inertial flightpath angle .350565 deg
Geodetic altitude 388 014. ft
Geodetic latitude 35.7448 deg
Longitude -63.7765 deg
Inertial azimuth 69.6563 d

























TABLE 6.3.1-VI.- EARLIEST AOA OHS-I TIG STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 42 146.7 sec
GET 746.7 sec
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 61.66 n. mi.
Perigee altitude -181.01 n. mi.
True anomaly 178.6 dee
Argument of perigee -106.6 deg
SemimaJor axis 20 566 660. ft
Eccentricity .035676 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go 543.80 fps




VGOZ ' 24.0 fps
Trajectory parameters
Inertial velocity 25 244.7 fps
Inertial flightpath angle .C51200 dee
Geodetic altitude 401 044. ft
Geodetic latitude 38.1476 deg
Longitude -54.7956 dee
Inertial azimuth 75.3362 deg


























'fABLE6.3.1-VII.- EARLIEST AOA 088-I BURNOUT STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 42 434.5 sec
GET 1 034.5 sec
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 104.57 n. mi.
Perigee altitude 58.33 n. mi.
True anomaly 345.8 deg
Argument of perigee I06.0 dee
Semimajor axis 21 421 025 ft
Eccentricity .006587 MD
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go 0.1 fps






Inertial velocity 25 798.9 fps
Inertial flightpath angle -.092076 deg
Geodetic altitude 387 849. ft
Geodetic latitude 40.4539 deg
Longitude -30.6056 deg
Inertial azimuth 91.5493 deg






















'fABLE6.3. l-VIII.- EARLIEST AOA OMS-2 TIG STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 44 681.9 sec
GET 3 281.9 sec
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 98.64 n. mi.
Perigee altitude 57.27 n. ml.
True anomaly 145.7 dee
Argument of perigee 101.1 deg
SemimaJor axis 21 404 359 ft
Eccentricity .005613 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go 164.5' fps






Inertial velocity 25 526.2 fps
Inertial flightpath angle .182140 deg
Geodetic altltudo 602 507. ft
Geodetic latitude -36.6512 deg
Longitude 108.103 dee
Inertial azimuth 108.482 deg


























'fABLE 6.3.1-IX.- EARLIEST AOA OMS-2 BURNOUT STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 44 768.4 sec
GET 3 _68.4 sec
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 99.28 n. mi.
Perigee altitude -22.79 n. mi.
True anomaly 163.4 deg
Argument of perigee 89.2 deg
Semimajor axis 21 161 575. ft
Eccentric_ ty .0173495 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go 0.5 fps
Time to go .0 sec
Velocity-to-go LVLH
VGOX -. 5 fps
VGOY .0 fp s
VGOZ - .2 fps
Trajectory parameters
Inertial velocity 25 366.6 fps
inertial flightpath angle ,28852_ deg
Geodetic altitude 613 993. ft
Geodetic latltude -38. 3053 deg
Long itude 114.815 deg
Inertial azimuth 104. 186 deg
























'fABLE6.3.1-X.- EARLIEST AOA ENTRY INTERFACE
-5 MINUTES STATE
Parameter Vaiue Unit
GMT 45 653.3 sec
GET 4 253.3 sec
' Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 99.29 n. mi.
Perigee altitude -22.77 n. mi.
True anomaly 223.7 deg
Argument of perigee 88.9 deg
Semimajor axis 21 171 616. ft
Eccentricity .0169785 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go -- fps
Time to go -- sec
Velocity-to-go LVLH
VGOX -- ?ps
VGOY , -- fps
VGOZ -- fps
Trajectory parameters
Inertial velocity 25 474.1 fps
Inertial flightpath angle -.680471 deg
Geodetic altitude 518758. ft
Geodetic latitude -28.6018 deg
Longitude -176.415 deg
Inertial azimuth 60. 1340 deg
























TABLE 6.3.1-XI.- EARLIEST AOA ENTRY INTERFACE STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 45 958.8 sec
GET 4 558.8 sec
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 99.14 n. mi.
Perigee altitude -23.16 n. nd.
True ano_ly 246.2 deg
Argument of perigee 87.3 deg
Semimajor axis 21 179 526. ft
Eccentricity .017017 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go -- fps






Inertial velocity 25 610.1 fps
Inertial flightpath angle 0.898124 deg
Geodetic altitude 400 000. ft
Geodetic latitude -16.8792 deg
Longitude -158.833 deg
Inertial azimuth 52.7702 deg























TABLE 6.3.1-XII.- AOA AFTER NOMINAL _-I,
OMS-2 TIG STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 44 399.9 sec
GET 2 999.9 see
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 150.19 n. mi.
Perigee altitude 57.37 n. ml.
True anomaly 193.60 deg
Argument of perigee 34.25 deg
SemimaJor axis 21 566 232. ft
Eccentricity .012634 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go 604.82 fps
Time to go 314.6 sec
Veloclty-to-go LVLH
VGOX -86.22 fps
VGOY , -588.70 fps
VGOZ -108.68 fps
Trajectory parameters
Inertial velocity 25 236.6 fps
Inertial flightpath angle -.172377 deg
Geodetic altitude 921 312. ft
Geodetic latitude -28.8189 deg
Longitude 88.7818 deg
Inertial azimuth 119.654 deg
Weight 205 879. ib
6-55
























'fABLE6.3.1.- XIII.- AOA AFTER NOMINAL OMS-I,
OMS-2 BURNOUT STATE
Patameter Value Unit
GMT 44 715.1 sec
GET 3 315.1 sec
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 146.48 n. mi.
Perigee altitude 7.69 n. mi.
True anomaly 195.1 deg
Argument of perigee 55.0 deg
Semimajor axis 21 397 621. ft
Eccentricity .019542 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go 0.84 fps






Inertial velocity 25 169.8 fps
Inertial flightpath angle -.296744 deg
Geodetic altitude 900 383. ft
Geodetic latitude -37.0153 deg
Longitude 110.376 deg
Inertial azimuth 105.726 deg

























TABLE 6.3.1-XIV.- AOA AFTER NOMINAL OMS-I ENTRY
INTERFACE -5 MINUTES STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 45 673.2 see
GET 4 273.2 see
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 146.51 n. mi.
Perigee altitude 7.73 n. mi.
True anomaly 260.4 deg
Argument of perigee 54.0 deg
SemimaJor axis 21 407 728. ft
Eccentricity .019386 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go -- fps
Time to go -- see
Velocity-to-go LVLH
VGOX -- fps
VGOY , -- fps
VGOZ -- fps
Trajectory parameters
Inertial velocity 25 568.8 fps
Inertial flightpath angle -1.09909 deg
Geodetic altitude 55 8264. ft
Geodetic latitude -27.2636 dee
Longitude -176.791 deg
Inertial aztmuth 59.9134 deg























TABLE 6.3.1-XV.- AOA AFTER NOMINAL OMS-I
ENTRY INTERFACE STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 45 9?2.1 see
GET 4 572.1 see
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 146.23 n. mi.
Perigee altitude 7.51 n. mi.
True anomaly 281.9 deg
Argument of perigee 53.; dee
Semimajor axis 21 415 506. ft
Eccentricity .019724 N
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go -- fps







Inertial ve_cclty 25 751.8 fps
Inertial flightpath _ngle -1.10127 deg
Geodetic altitude 400 O00. ft
Geodetic latitude -15.7751 deg
Longitude -159.667 deg
Inertial azimuth _3.1095 deg






















TABLE 6.3.2-[.- SEOUENCE OF EVENTS FOR STS-I(CYCLE 3)






TABLE 6.3.2-II.- STS-I CYCLE 3 EARLIEST AOA MASS PROPERTIES
nRBITE_ AT ENTry |NTE_RaCE
4A$5 e_PE=Tlr$
Q'EIGHT A,.D Ca Go MO_F4T 9F |4[RT|_ PROOUCT OF IN_RT|A(SFZ) ISF2)
IEIGwT Io2_22,8(LB)
x 1ff98,6({4) lX_ _S3_.= IXY ol969,4
Y ,_(vN) lYV 666_u_5 ; |XZ 16qqS6,$Z 373eT( N) |ZZ q37777_ IY 8q90_
, X CG IN orRCENT BO_Y LEngTH • 6607
ORSI_E_ AT TAE_ _TrR_AC_
• EIGwT a_;O C, G, _OMrNT OF INERTIA PRODUCT OR INERTIA
(SF21 tSrZ)
V ,_(fN) l_Y 6_5_2_Z,_ IXZ 1601Bq,5
Z 373,3(_N) |Zz 69Z)7_3.3 |YZ 8q2*1
X CG _N PrREENT _ODV LEq_?H • 66,_
_5 S P_O_E_T_ES
IEIG_T I.,D E, G, _O_£MT MR IMERtfA P_OOUCT OR INERTIA
(SF2) iSr2)
X 1098,6(_ ) JXX _6q714,7 IXY -177q,?Y *_(TN| YV 66632u_,6 |XZ 160164,1
Z 3?l,O(tN) |Z: 6716_q6_4 IYZ 8Z7,1
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Entry weight, ib 192 023.
Inertial velocity, FPS 25 611.
Inertial flightpath angle, deg -.8971
Inertial heading from N, deg 52.7577
Longitude, deg E -158.7935
Geodetic Latitude, deg N -16.8481
Geocentric latitude, deg N -16.7417
Altitude of c.g. above the Fischer
ellipsoid, ft 399 799.
Orbital inclination, deg 40.3
Entry range, n. mi. 4 258
Target (runway threshold)
Longitude, deg W 106.417381
Geodetic latitude, deg N 32.960354
Geodetic altitude, ft 3771







TABLE 6.3.2-VI.- EARLIEST AOA T}{ERMAL PROTECTION Sb_iARY
flAX|MuX XAXIN_N
_J,tL PAN[L N_AT_N5 SUIFAC| SURFx[| TOTAL ITDUCTUkAL
NO. AREA IAT|_ TKNP|BATUI| |NJUtAT|oN N|IT LOAD TKNdP|IATUn|
(FT)Z OTUI(fT)ZIS|C 0|6 ; fVf| OTUICFT)Z Ni|SIM,DLG ;
1 24.00 ZZ.Jd 2267.01 ace 11525.25 ,o,*e,,*
362.00 11.77 1862.50 S|lf 9766.71 ]3068
5 II3.00 9.92 1165.23 M|Sl 0214.11 26.27
4 446.00 9.2J 1715.$6 Hill 7605.07 23.16
5 559.00 6._$ 1559.51 Mill 5660.99 24.94
6 403.00 q.)O 1404.97 HISS 4296.|Z 23.61
7 150.00 I1.21 l|Jl.ll M(( 10204.$5 *eooee*e
| 455.00 I$.J9 19]8.$Z mill 12606.14 )O.T1
9 412.00 11.04 1025.52 mist 90Z8._1 $0._4
10 641.00 10.40 2t)6.79 test 6|$0.66 .90
11 165.00 2_.45 2261.6$ u|Sf 9265.99 15.09
1Z 360.G0 9.82 II$9.ZZ MMII 44F8.06 16.71
1] 2?5.00 2.97 1115.11 Hill 2456.50 ]8.80
14 41].00 _.05 1059.02 LIS! 1119.91 14.45
1_ 1651.00 .ZZ 393.76 LiSt li_.OP eo,e,oee
16 764.00 .10 241.49 LIII 15.I$ eeJeeoee
17 114.00 .$0 595.17 Lift 27|.55 eeeeeeee
10 6|1.00 .J8 5_$.01 LII| 255.59 eeeeeeoe
19 155.00 P.65 1626.02 Nil! 4]41.65 F2.56
20 67].00 1.74 960.10 Li|I 1568.15 56.84
21 242.00 1.08 818.44 LASt 610.85 40.94
22 610.00 .77 ?15.6F LISt 635._| 53.0|
2J 11J2.00 .4_ 549.20 li$1 349.25 ,,erie,,
_4 37_.00 .45 567.18 LiSt 314.04 5].54





TABLE 6.3.2-V_I.- COMPARISON OF EOM AND AOA
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT (6-DOF SIMULATION)
Parameter AOA
symbol Unit EOM earliest
CPI OF 2529 2541
CP2 °F 2158 2186
CP3 °F 2685 2696
+ CP4 OF 2366 2415
CP6 OF 2488 2502
Btu/ft2/sec 61.38 62.28
QL Btu/ft 2 53731 51505
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TABLE 6.4.1-III.- ATO MECO STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 42 028.8 sec
GET 628.8 sec
Orbital parameters l
Apogee altitude 62.04 n. mi.
Perigee altitude -164.36 n. mi.
True anomaly 169.2 deg
Argument of perigee -105.2 deg r
Semimajor axis 20 620 958. ft (
Eccentricity .033057 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go -- fps







Inertial velocity 25 293.0 fps
Inertial flightpath angle .365409 deg
Geodetic altitude 387 884.6 ft
Geodetic latitude 35.7260 deg
Longitude -63.8351 deg
Inertial azimuth 69.6187 deg

























TABLE 0.4.1-IV.- ATO OMS-I TiG STATE
Pa rame ter Value Un it
GMT 42 147.3 see
GEl' 747.3 _ec )
Or'bital parameters
Apogee altitude 61.94 n. mi.
Perigee altitude -163.70 n. mi.
True anoma ]y 177.5 deg
Argument of perigee -105.5 deg
SemimaJor axis 20 619 942. ft
Eceentric -ty .033082 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go 500.7 fps







Inertial velocity 25 278.1 fps
inert.ial fl ightpath angle .08417b dog
Geodet, te altitude 40? 337. ft ,
Geodetic latitude 38.1t, 10 deg
Long i t.ude -b4.7 3 Ib deg
Inertial azimuth 7',.37 ``o d,,g

























TABLE 6.4.1-V.- ATO OMS-2 TIG STATS
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 45 228.9 sec
GET 3 828.9 sec
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 100.65 n. mi.
Perigee altitude 58.40 n, mi.
True anomaly 180.2 deg
Argument of perigee 103.7 deg
Semimajor axis 21 411 196. ft
Eccentricity .005891 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go 84.3 fps






Inertial velocity 25 489.9 fps
Inertial flightpath angle -.001454 deg
Geodetic altitude 639308. ft
Geodetic latitude -39.0627 deg
Longitude 153.111 deg
Inertial azimuth 78.4544 deg

























TABLE 6.4.1-VI.- ATO OMS-I BURNOUT STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 42 416.5 sec
GET 1 016.5 sec
Orbital parameters
Apogee altitude 105.06 n. mi.
Perigee altitude 59.16 n. mi.
True anomaly 344.8 deg
Argument of perigee 105.8 deg
Semimajor axis 21 424 999. ft
Eccentricity .006538 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go .31 fps






lnertial velocity 25 794.6 fps
inertial flightpath angle -.097400 deg
Geodetic altitude 393 423. ft
Geodetic latitude 40.4765 deg
Longitude -32.1333 deg
Inertial azimuth 90.5095 deg
























TABLE 6.4.l-VII.- ATO OMS-2 BURNOUT STATE
Parameter Value Unit
GMT 45 274.2 sec
GET 3 874.2 sec
Orbital parameters
q
Apogee altitude 105.02 n. mi.
Perigee altitude 1OO.70 n. mi.
True anomaly 191.9 dog
Argument of perigee -74.9 dog
Semimajor axis 21 552 985 ft
Eccentric ity +.0007 ND
Guidance parameters
Velocity to go .07 fps






Inertial velocity 25 574.6 fps
Inertial flightpath angle .001398 dog
Geodetic altitude 638 448. ft
Geodetic latitude -3b.3826 dog
Longitude 156.760 deg
Inertial azimuth 76.0579 deg
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Figure 6.2.1-4,- PRTLStrajectory data for SSME#1 out at lift-off,
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(bb) SSM£] pttch deflection versus ttm.




(de) SSHE 2 pitch deflectS.on versus time.
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(e) Relative fltghtpath angle versus time.




(g) Angle of attack versus ttme.
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RTLS at 150 seconds,STS-I ascent,ET separationto landinqat KSC
runway 15.
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(k) Sideslip angle and rudder deflectionversus relative velocity.
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(I) Elevatorand allerondeflectionsversusrelativevelocity.
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Figure6.2.2-II.-Continued.
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T.O SRB AND ET SEPARATION AND DISPOSAL
7.1 SEPARATION
SRB separation for all missions occurs at approximately 13!.52 seconds after SRB
ignition and _lways after SRB burnout. The 3eparation _ystem provides safe sepa-
ration for staging conditions within specified limits and is affected by eight
booster separat'on motors (RSM's) per SRB.
4_
RTLS, AOA, and ATO Orblt_'/ET separation._ are inlt[ated at MECO command.
Orbiter" sep_.ratlon from the ET for all abort modes Js accomplished by fi2ing the
RCS thrusters in a four-forward/slx-aft combination co obtain Orbiter transla-
, tion. The RTLS separation occurs a_ flight conditions from which ;he Orbiter
• can make a safe entry and unpowered glide to _nding site.
/'
7.1.1 SRB Separation I
" !
SRB 3eparat_on for aborts (RTLS, AOA, and ATO) is ]ike the nominal SRB separa- !
tion and can only occur after SRB burnout. The SRB separation no_mally occurs I
at 131.52 seconds after SRB ignition for the nominal, RTLS, AOA, and ATO mis-
sions. The SRB separation sequence is initiated and controlled by the Orbiter. i
The primary cue for initiation of tne separation sequence is the SRB headend }
chamber pressure, and the backup cue is time elapsed from the aommand of SRB ig-
.L
nitlon. Each SRB furnishes redundant chamber pressu, e signal_ to the Orbiter I
during SRB thrust tail-off. Normally, the separation sequence is initi_ted when :_
the indicated chamber pressure on both SRB's (Pc 4 and Pc5) is <50 p._la. Tb' !.
chamber pressure measurements are accurate to *20 psla. As a backup, the _e- i
quence is initiated on a time (133.0 seconds) _hat will assure that the chamber ,,
pressure of both SRB'_ is "50 psia.
The separation i_ completely automatic but could be inhibited (auto inhibit) if
th_ test on the dynar_Lc pressure lim_t or the rate inhlb_C inequality test is
failed. SRB separation auto inhibit criteria consldereu in the separation [n-
p
hibi_ test are presented in a [istlng on the following page.
Commands to null the SRB thrust vector control actuators and to LnitLate the sec-
ond-stage flight contr'ol sys',em configuration are £3sued 1.7 seconds before the
separation command to ensure that the null haJ adequate time to ue achieved. The
command-to-arm separation pyrotechnic initiation conteollers (PIC's) ts _iso
i_sued at this time. Commands to separate the SHE's and to initiate a three-
axis attitude control are issued 6 seconds after _"equence inttLatlon (to assure
that the thrust or' each SRB is <60 000 pound,._). The attitud_ • i_o_'._,L,_ t:_,'minated
4.0 seconds after the separation command.
The separation is af_'ected by eight BSM's per SRB. Four BSM's are mount,,d for-
ward in the nose frustum, and four -_re mounted aft in the SHE skirt. The BSM':;





The SRB separation sequence is shown in figure 7.1.1-I. Separation trajectory
data are presented in figure 7.1.1-2 for a normal SRB separation and are applica-
ble to all aborts initiated after SRB staging. For early abo,ts, one SSME out
in first stage, SRB separation occurs in a different environment and with differ-
ent separation initial conditions (dynamic pressure, angle of attack, sideslip
angle, and body angular rates) than the nominal SRB separation but exhibits the
same trend.
The separation system provides a safe separation for staging conditions that sat-
isfy the dynamic pressure and rate inhibit inequality tests that are based on
the following parameters.
P - Selected RGA roll rate
Q - Selected RGA pitch rate
R - Selected RGA yaw rate
QBAR - Derived ascent dynamic pressure
I-load parameter t value
AP - Roll rate limit slope AP, 0.0
AQ - Pitch rate limit slope AQ, 0.0
AR - Yaw rate limit slope AR, 0.0
BP - Roll rate limit constant BP, 5.0
BQ - Pitch rate limit constant BQ, 2.0
BR - Yaw rate limit constant BR, 2.0
DPL - Dynamic pressure limit DPL, 55.0
_tp: Dynamic pressure and rate inhibit inequality te_ts are as follows -
if Q BAR > DPL
or if IPI > AP (QBAR) + BP
or if IQI > AQ (QBAR) + BQ
or if IRI > AR (QBAR) + BR, then inhibit separation
If an SRB separation is i_ibited, the length of the delay will be a variable.
Separation will occur when staging conditions are within specified limits or the
crew elects to perform manual separation.
7.1.2 ET SeRaration
)
RTLS, AOA, and ATO ET separations that occur after MECO are controlled by the i!
Orbiter and may be initiated in either an automatic or manual mode. The ET sepa-
ration sequence begins at the MECO-eonfirmed command and is complete after the
function of closing and latching the umbilical doors for the RTLS and at the ter- J
mlnation of the feed!ine disconnect valve close commands for the ncminal, AOA,
or ATO. EventJ are timed within the ET separation sequence so that each func-




Slat,_> ,,hcc;,.: .ira'. t,,:.ts are p,,,,'formed lu'[cv to :;epnr:ition lo a._sure that
Oi'bltc:'"ET ._t,p,[I..ll £ou _,all bw cc,nthlctod ;mn,Ft, ly. Foi' ,1nV abort., tile ET tumble qyn-
tom i:_ :_ctlvlt,,t. ','.' ._,,ccn,l:_ ._Ctcr li_t_ .;equencc i.-_ in!t iated. Unlem-_ t,he nlodo
..,!' ._c?.ti']t It,,.{ t._ tomtit',, l!ic Orbiter '_l:d El' :_tl'uclur, ll[y ,:epar._le Following a
l;.,_i-:;o,',,l.,l I:l,_.l.c_l "od.'t I',:,t tlie t_']'I,.4 ,ltal followlntl a ltt.O-r, ceotid i,l:ttt,d coast, for
t.I)c AOA el' ATe. 'lht; RCS t.tu'u-_ter:__ .ire fired i,l :l miilti3-Z fOUl,-fol'Ual'd'.:ix-al't
combi:_.lt_m For 9rb_t,.:l ' tran,;lat{oi_ t'rom tile I,;T.
• ' 7.1.2.1 iWI'!,S Orbitcr/ET Separatio:l
The ,,lr_;itcr,'ET scpar,it.£on 1.s designed for fli._',ht o.onditlot]-_ that allow Orbiter
elltl-y./i,e.elwt-t,y to occur w[thkn acceptable control <rod lo:ld botlndarios; and assure
tlllpOW','i't_, t, _ilidt' rdllb',," LO i'cdt'h the l,ltldillg sitc, Separation eapabilil,y is pro-
, vidcd lot the range o[' Orbiter weights ai,d c. r'. locations From t_r_ t,o b8 percent
of body lengt.h and For as lnuch a:_ 3-percent, MPS excess propellant remaining in
the ET at separation. The separation functions required for Orbiter/ET separa-
tion are in:tiatc_l ,rod controllt,d by tile ()rt, i.ter. 'File RTLS ET sepilr'_ttiol: con-
cept t_'; pvc-_entcd in !.'tgure 7.1 .2-1. The RTI,S ET separate, on time line is
prc:;t'i:ted itl l'lgilro 7.1.,_'-2.
Tilt' :lOp,IV;it{elk L;eqllt,llOf }l:lS .<_everat major ftlno, tiol?s ;/lld 1S itlill.lt.ed :it lho
Mt.]t'O-,,,_ilI_i'Int,d t,Olllltll[ic], t"i":ll , it. di't.t'l'ililllt':l lilt' Inodt' el' :;op,ll',ll ion; i.e., ".ttltO-
mill ],2 ,'I' m,i!llI;t I . ] { t Ill't1 ,'Ollll_.llld:; t. ht _ pl't'V.llVt'Y4 It': el o_e, glrm:_ rifle firt:s t he ET
1 tltll]_' i t' "V,'.:i t'Ui, ,','lTllli,lild :1 I lit' d 1g_ik'c llP.t'c' I Vii ]Vt',_.l t' l t_,'lt_tl I ,li'IlIS t ill" t.ll'li} 1 [ l t';t 1 p 1,tit, t"
ut_lnt,'li f'lv".a, b;ltllbA!t; tilt" ,qS;Iv_] Ilo;';'.ie:" to l.ho :flow pcmition, deadl'ace,_ the
Ol't_it,'I'/i';I' [fllOI'i'.it't', lilt{ tli:l,tloh_'s .llld I't'l,I',lt'tS the utnbilical pl tl.t':_,. Each of
lhc._e I'tilwtioll:_ iD ,tc,'ollip[lshed w{thiu lilt' ,'lpprol, ri,lte t. illle coll:_tl',liilt,.';. T|Io se-
tltlt, li,', , Iht'II .IF'illS _,ile .'-lli'tlCttlI'<ll :;t'p,lr,II toll i'[t;i:l lllld pt'l'l'Ol'lR'.; :;ol'lt' limit tests
0,_1 [_lOtty I',ltt':l ,Illll,lilt:If.; ['_t I'OI'(" _'Otl[illllillf; with an :ltll_mglt ic' :It"['hll',lt _OII. li'I'l.S
t)r'l.,llt'l',Zi .ttlt,,%itlc >,'p,ll',tt{,_ll ,'i'iloI'i,t lildt. II:tl:_i bt" met t_t'l'Ol't" ,/ut, olllill iv' :lepa-
l':il loll t',ll/ Of.'t'lll' ,t!'_' pi't,.':t, nlt'd i.I! tabit' '(.1.,'-I.
i_! lho ttit:)tll, llt<' lllOdO, i1' Ally Ol' tilt' l't'qlllI't'lllt'lll:;.lt':il'; ,ll'C lhq ";,lt i:at't,'d, t.he
,-;t,pitI',tl lt_t'_ i_l iullibitt,d aim c',lll OCCtlI' only il" lh,, c!,ile,'ia I'Oi' :;op;ti'ctlloI/ ,li't'
IIIPt OI' it" ;lt [e,/:; i, lt)._- { :_t't't'litl:l h,IvC t']'lp:led :itllt't' NF,t'O (_.Olnlll,'ld to :_l.conds
af'icr ,mid Inhibit cli,','k').
it1 l,h_" llI,liltl_ll illOdt', tilt" ";t'p_tl',ll iOil l'llllt'tlOP.b h,llL "iild will l't'qutilc only It'
tile I']'[' ,';t.;P I NITIATI,; pll:ltlbtltlOll tl;1_-; Ill'eli dcprc:::_ed or l,lie aLl l.o po:_it, ion of t,he
,lllto,'ln,liltKtl :;,t'p,tl':ll toll ::WI. lk.'!I il; :<,,loci.ell.
Wht'll cOiht{l, lOll:" 1"01' i, tt}lt,r lilt' Cltlt.t,lll,!t it' c)l' lll.llltl,ll inodt, ,ll't' :.l,tt l:ll'it'tt_ t.he ql.i'uo-
lilt',. _t'p<ir,ll loll PIt":_ ;tl't' l'lt't'c,, 'lilt, Ill','-; lill'tl:'l,'l'." ,H'_' ;'if'I'd :I t ,i ill{IlU:._-.{
t'OtlI'-!'Cl'W,ll'd/.liX-tl'l t'Otllb{ll.lliOll l'or iO ::c_,i_lld:; Followlill.; tilt' l'il".;l _, :_t,<,o,:ttu;
,ttld l',_i' Iih' I','lll.ll'ld_'i' o_" lilt' ll',ll_.'i! tt toll l_tll'l' t _, :;t'<'Ol/,l:'_, .ill [lilt', ,l_,,i !':lit" ,'ot_-
',.l'Ol At't" {q._l,llll_'d 1_)' ,It'llVtl ',on/,!t',lcl. ivclliOI; of ,a,,It,,'l,,d Ri':; ;,,l, ,llht l'tlt|di'l'
,h'l';ccl l(_i',- Tilt' :;_'cltl, '!,'_' t_I,'I; i.'t'i'l'<_i'ill',; tilt' t'tllh'llOil <'i" ,'l,'.'ii1,,1 ,llht l.'t[,'lliillE tilt"
llIll[;! l_,'._1 ,t,_,_1':_ ,It _v_, , 'h t ilh," l}lO ::t'p.i:',ll lt'lll .;_'ql*t lI_'<' 1:_ ll",'lllill, llt'tt.
','tl_' 11'I'I,:4 t_Ii_ltcl ' i,][ :',t,p,/l',tl i,_ll i,: p_.lt,',l,',! 1,) O,'<'dl' Willl ,It1 til,ll,II pllcll t',tle 01"
-0., "i, do_',.':'h'_' ,ltld ,l;1 l'_ill II ,/li ,'ll' t_l" ,ilt,h'l_ o[' -it.t) <tl'l.:l'<'i,._. The HI'l,,q
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Orbit(,i./E['separation boundaries for the STS-I mission are pre:_ented Ln figure
7.1.2-_. Without consldering the effects of propellant dynamics or dispersed
aerodynamics, safe separ'itLon can be accompl_shed for range_ of initial pitch
rate and an_le of attack to tile Left of tiu_ dynamic pre_'_sure boundaries of 5
and '[ _t_/:'t,' , "u,d tne cap'_bilLty inc:'ease_ with decreasing dynamic pressure.
Ef'feet_ of propellant dynamics and dispersed aerodynamics are illustrated _n fig-
ure 7.1._-4. The effect of propellant (lynamics plus dispersed aerodynamics is
for a dynam£c pre,_:sure of 7 ib/ft 2 nnd _ percent movable propellant case. The
effect, of dispersed aerodynamic;_ alone is for a dynamic pressure of 7 Ib/ft 2.
Tile comparison shows thaT, the trend is for tile safe separati<m boundary to nar-
row when propellant dynamic ef"ects and dispersed aerodynamic effect._ are
included.
A pictorial separation oI" the Orbiter from the ET in the pitch plane representa-
tive of a separation for the STS-I mission is presented in figure 7.1.2-5. Sepa-
r'atton characteristics are _resented for the following three RTES Orbiter/ET sep-
arat ion cases:
a. No. I SSME - failure at 202.5 seconds MET tRTLS at ,272.5 seconds)
b. No. ,?SS_t_] - fai]ure at Lift-off (RTLS at lhO.O seconds)
e. Three SSME NTiS ":t. 200 "_econds
Data for these 3 ca:_es are presented in figures 7.1.2-0 through 7.1.2-8. D_s-
placement from the mated position of the nose of tb -_ Orbit, ev from the nose of
the ET tAX and AT. ve:mus Line) and the angle of attack for each vehic]e ((_orb
and _EI' versu,,_ time,) are presented for eac"h case. The average relative displace-
merit, at the end el the lO-aecend -7, translation for the three ease:_ ks approxi-
:na'_eLy AX : 700 inches (58 feet) and A2 : 14_0 inches (121 feet) a:_ the ET moves
below and behind the Orbiter. The angle of attack for the two vehicles is
diverging a:_ they lnow" ap,irt.
7.1.2.2 A_3A <rod ATe Or'biter/ET :_ep,iration
AOA arid i_l'O u:_e the name Orbtter/ET Lu,parat ion :_i'qtlenc_ _ :1:I IlOllltll,ql A-aCellt . The
Orbtter/ET qeparat.ion '_equenee, controlled by the Orbiter, is tn_t.iated at the
MECO-confirme'l comm.md when all SS_4E engine cha;nb,u" p;'es.une:_ arc b,,low 30 per-
cent. The mode of separ',_ti(_n u;qy b_, autema.L,.' or m,mual. In the auto mode, sep-
aration takeq place if (1) the body rate [,mit i._ not. o:.'m, mh, d il_ .'luy Axis :uld
t,2) the propellant f,,ed umbili,'-a£ di:_eon:l,u't ,_aiw,._ are ,.'to:_ed. If lhene two re-
rlui.renlent, s for aut.o :_e',_,l:'glt[on al'e ,,or lnet, tht'y m,W be lllalltl;lliy bypnssed, gepa-
,'ation may then be inLtl,_tmi by p!n._ing th,, auto/m,m_l,_l :_witeh ;n t.tie in,mual DO- ..
::lit LOll alld depi't':;Lling the .tL_p;lp,tl. ioll i.)dLQl buOI,oll. Tile t.]T st_pal'ati.'il i tnleline ap-
plicable to th(" llt'_Ull}l<ll, I{{)_, .llltJ J_{'O llli.'4:_'it'l, ns i. '_, pro::oilte,l ii,, ['i/.'_ill'e [. I..'-Q.
After iiti{[ntioP, of the ,',_,par:ll. iOll .l,,qtlenc_e, ltlel',, t,, ,t lllatod oo,ls{, wilt, i-;:Itl-
alll,t.; c,f a :iol'ie;i of ,,,_ll/ln,t_ld.4 ,llld :tt.rllt.l<] (_ht,,'l,;::. q'ht" t';T ltilnblt" sy:_teln {:" act 1.-
rated 7..' ::ecoiltt:_ ,tl'lt,r the ,',_l.]tiO-,,t_,:lm,tild. ttcit,_" d,itnptIli _, :l;ld ,it til, tlth, ho{<l Lll't_,l'







syst_tl;n. A __iqs,ia :,,, of the body attitude is taken at initiat to,i ot the TRANS
DAP. The attitude de;_dbands troll, pltch, and yaw) are set to +5.0 deg/axls.
Body rates (roll, pitch, and yaw) for attitude rate control are +0.3
deF,'- '"' '• ::,t_. ,IXI_.
The Orbiter structurally releases the ET at MECO-confirmed +17 seconds. RCS j,,t
,, firing is initiated 0.16 second prior to structural release to assure a positive
separat{on rate between the Orbiter and ET and to preclude possible damage at
_ the rorward attach strut. Maximum time delay from the first to the last struc-
tural release is not greater than 0.02 second. The Orbiter performs a high-mode
RCS -i tr<msl,_tion for a translational AV -; body > 4.0 tips, which is then
followed approximately "'.0 seconds later by a +Y translation for a AV+y body
of 4.0 fp:s.
Je
Four forward and :'ix aft RCS jets are tn;ed to ach[ew, tam translat,[onal AV_ Z
of 11.0 fps. Thrllst duration for the nominal -Z translation is approximately
t;. 3 seeoP.d:;.
An ,_ttitude deadband of +_.0 deg,'axJ:_ and rate deadband of +0.3 deg/see/axis are
maintained during the maneuver. The -Z translation assures Orbiter clearance
from the arc of a rotating ET.
/_pproximately 2.0 seconds following the -Z tr_tmlation, a +Y tratmlational ma-
neuver is executed for a AV+y body of 4.0 fps. Two-side firing RCS jets (one
forword and one aft._ are used to perform the +Y tran:_latiof ,rod t,hrtl,-_t dura-
t Lon is for 2,1 _t'conds. An attitude deadband of +3.% deg/axis and rate deadband
of +0.3 deg/'seclaxis a:'e maintained during the maneuver. The +Y translation
plaees the Orbit or out of plane from the ET to a more preferred relative post-
l iol_ for pcrformi:t6 tile Ob£_-I burn.
The Orbite,' continues to co_st away from the ET to obtain additional vertical
and hori,,onl.,l clearance prior to OMS-I ignit, ion. DUl'tllg the e,'.aqt period, the
Orbit,n" maneuvers at 1.0 deg/:>_c to the ONkS-1 burn at, tttude. The Orbiter ts
, alined to the btll'n attittldo whet1 ¢,gll[tioll occurs ,lt b_ECO COlllln, llid +1._1.ll :_eoond,3.
Rel at tvc mot ton between I he Orbiter and ET from :_t rllct,u,'al :',eparat, i on tl/rough 10
SOOOIhi:_ of the 01'%SDill'J1 iS prt':Jellted 4,11,/ lal'g,-l-ot'i_,Iored ¢urvillnear ,coordinate
system in fil_ure 7.1.?-10. No reeontact prohlom:_ exi:lt lit :iepal':ll !On Oi' dut'til{',




7.2 SRB AND ET DISPOSAL
After staging, the SRB elements will impact in the Atlantic Ocean in a region be-
tween 83.1 n. mi. downrange from the launch pad, for an engine-out on the pad
RTLS abort, and 141.4 n. mi. downrange for the nominal, ATO, and AOA aborts.
The ET disposal area for an RTLS abort will be in a region between approximately
94 and 135 n. mi. from the launch pad. This area overlaps the SRB impact corri-
dor. For AOA or ATO missions, the ET will impact in the Indian Ocean if a
guided MECO is achieved. For press-to-MECO conditions where MECO underspeeds re-
suit, the ET impact area ranges from the Atlantic Ocean, across the African con-
tinent, to the Indian Ocean.
7.2.1 SRB Disposal
The left and right SRB's are jettisoned after burnout (lift-off + 131.4 seconds
nominally) on tumbling free-fall trajectories. At 78.5 seconds after separation
(nominal apogee), the nozzle extension on each SRB is jettisoned. During the
descending portion of the trajectory, the SRB's achieve a nose-up trim condi-
tion. At an altitude of 17 000 feet, the nose cap on each SRB is jettisoned,
beginnirg the parachute deployment sequence. This culminates at 7000 feet with
the deployment of three main parachutes on each SRB. The nozzle extension and
frustum impact such that their three-sigma footprints lie mostly within that of
the SRB. The nozzle extension impacts five n. mi. uprange and approximately
half of its footprint lies within that of the SRB. The SRB impact areas defined
for the nominal mission apply for all AOA and ATO aborts as well as for all RTLS
aborts occurring after SRB separation. Only engine failures between lift-off
and SRB cutoff affect the footprint, shifting the footprint in an uprange direc-
tion.
7.2.1.1 SRB Disposal for Engine-Out Off the Pad RTLS Abort
The abort mission _lich causes maxi_,_um uprange shift in the SRB impact point is
SSME 2 failure at lift-off. Table 7.2.1-I presents the sequence of significant
events for this trajectory. The right SRB impacts in the AtlantLc Ocean 280.6
seconds after separation, 91.9 n. mi. from the launch site. The left SRB im-
pacts approximately 0.4 n. mi. SSE of the right SRB, 280.6 seconds after separa-
tion. This also occurs 91.9 n. mi. from the launch s_te. Impact points for
both SRB's and all jettisoned components are summarized in table 7.2.1-II. Fig-
ure 7.2.1-I shows the composite footprint containing all elements of both SRB's.
The composite footprint is 13.5 n. mi. long and 8.8 n. mi. wide.
7.2.1.2 SRB Disposal for AOA, ATO, and Latest RTLS
The nominal mission results in SRB impact points further from the. launch site
than engine-out RTLS aborts occurring before nomina] SRB separati(_n. For late
RTLS, and for all AOA and ATO aborts, the SRB impact footprint is unchanged from
t_,e nominal. Table 7.2.1-[II presents the sequence of signifLcanL cvent_ for




after separation 136.9 n. mi. from the launch site. The left SRB impacts approx-
imately 0.5 n. mi. SSE of the right SRB, 311.3 seconds after separation. This
is also 136.9 n. mi. from the launch :_ite. Impact points for both SRB's and all
jettisoned components are summarized in table 7.2.1-iV. Figure 7.2.1-2 shows
the composite footprint containing all elements of both SRB's. The composite
footprint is 13.3 n. mi. long and 9.9 n. mi. wide. Figure 7.2.1-3 illustrates
the location and size of the impact corridor for the STS-I mission. The
engine-out RTLS and nominal footprints define the extremes of this corridor that
measures 58.3 n. mi. long and 9.9 n. mi. wide. For the nominal, AOA, ATO, and
RTLS profiles there is a 99.73-percent probability that the SRB elements will
" land within this corridor.
7.2.2 ET Disposal
For ET disposal analysis ascent aborts are divided into four regions as shown in
figure 7.2.2-I. The RTLS abort region for ET disposal is the same as that for
ascent design. The AOA/ATO abort region is divided into three subregions. The
first is the press-to-MECO (PTM) contingency abort region with an SSME failure
between the earliest PTM time (262.5 seconds GET) and the 50/50 PTM time (293.5
seconds GET). For this region there is less than a 50-percent chance of
achieving a guided MECO. In most cases an underspeed exists at MECO.
The second region is the guided MECO abort region, which extends from the 50/50
PTM time to MECO minus 15 seconds (503.3 seconds GET). If an SSME fails during
this time, the probability of achieving a guided MECO is greater than 50 percent.
The last region is the fine countdown contingency abort region with an SSME fail-
ure between MECO minus 15 seconds and nominal MECO (518.3 seconds GET). When an
engine failure occurs, excursions in the flightpath angle result. Normally, the
guidance corrects these errors, and the target flightpath angle is reachieved.
However, if ap engine fails during the last 15 seconds prior to MECO, the guid-
ance does not have time to correct the excursions. Maximum excursions in
flightpath angle occur when an engine fails at the start of the fine countdcwn
region (MECO -10 seconds) during which time no flightpath angle corrections are
made. If SSME-I fails at this time, the flightpath angle at MECO is 0.29 de-
grees instead of the target of 0.5 degree. If SSME-2 or 3 fails, the MECOQ
flightpath angle is 0.b degree. These excursions in MECO flightpath angle
cause large shifts in the ET impact footprint position.
The following sections present the ET impact areas for each of the four ET dis-
• posal abort regions.
7.2.2.1 ET Disposal for RTLS Aborts
The Orbiter/ET separation occurs 12.5 seconds after MECO, and the ET i._
jettisoned on a suborbltal trajectory that results in an impact loc'_tion in the
Atlantic Ocean. Trajectory errors, attitude errors, atmosphere and drag
uncertainties, and wind effects re3u]t in an ET impact footprint upranF,e and
downrange of the impact point. Figure 7.?.2-2 presents the size and shape of




For the STS-I mission, RTLS ET separation velocities will range from approxi-
mately 6160 to 6653 fps (Earth relative). Separation will occur downrange from
the RTLS landing site along the groundtrack from approximately 212 to 236 n. mi.
from the launch pad.
Twelve RTLS profiles from the earliest to latest RTLS were examined, and'the fol-
lowing six define the extremes of the impact are_:
a. SSME-2 out at lift-off, RTLS selected at 150.0 seconds GET, ET impact at lat-
itude 29.60o N and longitude 78.54° W. ".
b. SSME-I out at 60.0 seconds GET, RTLS selected at 150.0 seconds GET, ET im-
Fact at latitude 29.74° N and longitude 78.41o W.
c. SSME-2 out at 60.0 seconds GET, RTLS selected at 150.0 seconds GET, Ef im- •
pact at latitude 29.65° N and longitude 78.48° W.
d. SSME-I out at 254.0 seconds GE_. RTLS selected at 264.0 seconds GET, ET im-
pact at latitude 29.73° N and longitude 78.73° W.
e. SSME-I out at 262.5 seconds GET, RTLS selected at 272.5 seconds GET, ET Lm-
pact at latitude 29.76° N and longitude 78.65° W.
f. No engines out, RTLS selected at 260.0 seconds GET, ET impact is latitude
29.70° N and longitude 78.77° W.
All other RTLS ET trajectories examined impact between these six impact points.
Figure 7.2.2-3 shows the STS-I RTLS impact footprint corridor for the ET and
SRB's. The ET corridor is 63.4 n. mi. long and 23.2 n. mi. wide. Approximately
half of the SRB corridor lies within the ET corridor. Figure 7.2.2-3 shows that
the ET footprint will not violate the constraint of not impacting closer than 25
n. mi. from a landmass. Also, this figure shows that the ET footprint will not
violate the constraint of impacting west of a line connecting the following two
points:
latitude 30.000° N long_tude 80.310° W
latitude 31.440° N longitude 79.895° W
The SRB's impact at 443 seconds GET for the nominal profile and 412 seconds GET
for the early RTLS profile. The latest ET impact time for the RTLS abort pro-
files considered is 9.5 m_nutes after the SRB nominal impact at 1011 seconds GET.
7.2.2.2 ET Disposal for AOA/ATO Aborts
The Orbiter/ET separation occurs 16.5 seconds after MECO, and the ET is
jettisoned on a suborbital trajectory. The MECO target conditions for an STS-I




Altitude = 60 n. mi. (referenced to the equatorial radius)
V I = 25 668 fps
YI = 0.5 degree
Insertion, drag, and atmospheric and rotational lifting effect uncertainties, to-
gether with the estimate of breakup debris scatter during entry, results in an
i- ET impact dispersion footprint both uprange an_ downrange from the theoretical
intact impact point.
ET PTM Contingency Aborts - For the earliest PTM profile (an SSME at 262.5 sec-
onds GET), MECO cccurs with an underspeed of 410 fps for three-sigma low perfor-
mance, an underspeed of 56 fps for nominal performance, and achieves a nominal
guided MECO for one-sigma high performance. Tables 7.2.2-I and 7.2.2-II give
the MECO conditions, intact impact locations, and the contributions of the vari-
ous errors to the footprint for the first two earliest PTM profiles. Figure
7.2.2-4 presents the ET groundtrack and dispersion footprint area for this abort
region. The uprange footprint boundary is latitude 36.9 ° N and longitude 6.8 °
W. The downrange footprint boundary, represented by the nominal ET impact foot-
print, is latitude 35.9 ° S and longitude 106.6 ° E. The crossrange boundary is
+0.5 degree wide.
ET Guided MECO Aborts - For the 50/30 PTM profile (a 50-percent chance that a
guided MECO will be achieved with an SSME out at 293.5 seconds GET), the ET intact
impact location is latitude 32.8 ° S and longitude 97.2 ° E in the Indian Ocean.
For an SSME out at 15 seconds prior to MECO (503.3 seconds GET), the ET intact
impact location is _atitude 31.2 ° S and longitude 93.7 ° E. Tables 7.2.2-III and
7.2.2-IV give the MECO conditions, intact impact locations, and the contribu-
tions of the various errors to the footprint for both profiles. Figure 7.2.2-5
presents the ET groundtrack and dispersion footprint area for this abort region.
The uprange footprint boundary is latitude 21.9 ° S and longitude 77.9 ° E. The
downrange footprint boundary is latitude 37.3 ° S and longitude 111.4 ° E. The
crossrange boundary is +0.5 degree in width.
- ET Fine Countdown Contingency Aborts - An SSME failure at 10 seconds prior to
MECO produces deviations of MECO flightpath angle of +0.1 or -0.21 degree from
nominal MECO target because of the freezing of guidance at this time. Tables
7.2.2-V and 7.2.2-VI give the MECO conditions, intact impact ]ocations, and the
contributions of various errors to the footprint for these two profiles. Figure
7.2.2-6 presents the ET groundtrack and dispersion footprii1t area for this abort
region. The uprange footprint boundary is latitude 9.3 ° S and longitude 62.0 °
E. The downrange footprint boundary is latitude 36.b ° S and longitude 108.9 ° E.




tABLE 7.1.2-I.- RTLS ORBITER/ET
AUTO SEPARATION CRITERIA
Parameter Unit
Roll rate, P 0.0 ! 5.0 deg/sec
Pitch rate, Q -.25 + 0.5 deg/sec
-4.75 deg/sec
Yaw rate, R 0.0 _ 0.5 deg/sec
Angle of attack, _ -4.0 + 2 deg
- 85 deg
Sideslip angle, B 0.0 _ 2.0 deg




TABLE 7.2.1-I.- SRB DISPOSAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AND STS-I EARLIEST RTLS
Event Time Altitude
SRB separation (lift-off + 131.5 sec) 0.0 142 662
• Terminate separation motor burn 2.0 146 508
Jettison nozzle extension 78.5 198 856
Jettison nose cap and deploy pilot chute 203.4 17 000
t
Deploy drogue chute 204.4 16 506
Jettison frustum and deploy 226.9 7 000
3 main parachutes
SRB impact 280.7 0
Nose cap impact 322.9 0
Nozzle extension impact 323.7 0




TABLE 7.2.1-II.- NOMINAL IMPACT POINT LOCATION OF EACH
SRB ELEMENT AND STS-I EARLIEST RTLS
Geodetic
latitude, Longitude, DRa, CRa,
Element deg deg n. mi. n. ml.
Left SRB 29.296 -79.044 .....
Left SRB nozzle extension 29.?53 -79.127 -5.1 0:4
Left SRB nose cap 29.295 -79.043 0.0 .I
Left SRB frustum 29.297 -78.043 .I 0.0
3
Right SRB 29.302 -79.047 ....
Right SRB nozzle extension 29.258 -79.130 -5.1 .4
Right SRB nose cap 29.301 -79.046 0.0 .0
Right SRB frustum 29.302 -79.046 .I 0.0
aDR and CR are the relative downrange and crossrange distances from the impact





TABLE 7.2.1-III.- SRB DISPOSAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS, STS-I
NOMINAL, ATO, AOA, AND LATEST RTLS
Event Time Altitude
SRB separation (llft-off + 131.4 sec) 0.0 167 274
• Terminate separation motor burn 2.0 172 037
Jettison nozzle extension 78.5 261 770
Jettison nose cap and deploy pilot chute 233.8 17 000
#
Deploy drogue chute 234.8 16 508
Jettison frustum and deploy 257.5 7 000
3 main parachutes
SRB impact 311.3 0
Nose cap impact 353.3 0
Nozzle extension impact 358.3 0




TABLE 7.2.1-IV.- NOMINAL I_._ACTPOINT LOCATION OF EACH SRB ELEMENT, STS-I
NOMINAL, AOA, ATO, AND LATEST RTLS
Geodetic
latitude, Longitude, DRa, CRa,
Element deg dee n. mi. n. mi.
Left SRB 29.732 -78.33? ....
Left SRB nozzle extension 29._82 -78.426 -5.6 0.4
Left, SRB nose cap 29.731 -78. 337 -.i O. I
Left SRB frustum 29.733 -78.336 .I 0.0
I'
Right SRB 29.739 -78.341 ....
Right SRB nozzle extension 29.688 -78.430 -5.6 0.4
Right SRB nose cap 29.738 -78.342 -.I 0.1
Right SRB frustum 29.740 -78.340 .I 0.0
aDR and CR are the relative downrange and crossrange distances from the impact
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Ground controllers are responsible for monisoring the launch trajectory during
the Shuttle ascent phase. Primary ground tasks associated with launch moni-
toring are to determine trajectory limit violations, abort mode decisions, the
• go/no-go orbit insertion status, and real-time post-MECO maneuver planning, if
requLed. The abort region determinator (ARD), a real-time cyclic processor,
_ will be used by the ground for pre-MECO abort mode decisions and trajectory per- •
formance limit violations. In addition, planned launch profiles and trajectory
limits are plotted on flight dynamics displays and will be used by the ground
controllers for other trajectory limit violations. The abort maneuver evalu-
ator, a post-MECO demand/response processor, will be used by the ground for the
go/no-go insertion status and to compute alternate OMS/RCS post-MECO maneuvers •
if required.
8.1.1 ARD Monitoring
ARD real-time monitoring data are displayed in the MCC in both digital and ana-
log format. Figures 8.1.!-I and 8.1.1-2 summarize the ARD analog displays that
will De used to evaluate ascent performance trends and characteristics. Figure
8.1.1-3 defines the ARD digital display that will provide the margin granularity
and supporting information required for launch monitoring. Real-time data for
these displays will be generated by the ARD processor based on the premission
initialization data of reference 13 and cyclic updates bases on the Shuttle
state vector from either telemetry or ground radar. These ARD displays are
updated at 6-second intervals from lift-off to MECO with these real-time data.
Table 8.1.1-I defines the premission reference margins, trajectory performance
limits, and supporting data that will be used in ARD ascent/abort monitoring.
Note that the most important of these are plotted as background data on tL_eMCC
displays in figures 8.1.1-I and 8.1.1-2. These plots will provide rapid and ac- I!
curate determination of abort capability and ascent performance status from
real-time ARD data. ii
Table 8.1.1-ii summarizes ARD premission reference abort boundaries defined by _
the reference margins and the limits of table 8.1.1-I and figure 8.1.1-I and
8.1.1-2. These data assume nominal ascent performance, on-time la_.nch,and mean
, launch winds. Real-time deviation of ARD monitoring data _.d these boundaries
will result f_om nonmean winds, launch hold, and/or off-nomin_ asc nt perfor-
mance from any component.
8. I.2 _D__n_a_mics_Tr__a_.ctor3 __D__3_lays
Figures 8.1.2-I through 8.1.2-7 summarize additional fllght dynamics plotboard
and CRT displays that will be used for STS-I ascent/abort monitoring in conjunc-





support, contingency abort region determinatLon and monitorlng, and ascent/abort
protection for onboard navigation problems.
8.1.3 Console Charts
Console charts will be used as an additional monitoring tool for selected func-
tions [n th_ MCC. Figure 8.1.3-I defines a premiscion reference chart that will
be used in evaluating the STS-I MECO. Real..time MECO data will be plotted on
this MECO zoning chart as a _-outine SSR function. Thi_ chart assumes that there
are no significant positional deviations associated with the MECO state. Note
that the performance limits of this chart are sized to complete OMS-2 on a
three-,_igma bad day with only the normal OMS e.g. ballast allotments remaining.
Figure 8.1.3-2 summarizes the meaning of MCC ARD error messages that may be expe-
rienced. Figure 8.1.3-2 sun_arLzes MCC adjustment required for launch holds.
Remaining console charts for STS-I have not been completed as yet and are not
included in this document.
8. I.4 AME
The abort maneuveP evaluator (AME) will be used by the ground post-MECO to recom-
mend the highest available nominal or abort mode that can be achieved taking
into account the current trajectory, navigation, and available propellant, and
assuming fixed PEG-4 targets for OMS-I and OMS-2.
The AME begins processing _t approximately 60 seconds after MECO on the receipt
of a converged ground estimate of the vehicle stat_. If this ground estimate is
selected as the best source over the onboard _tate csT imate, "it is retained for
an eventual nay update after OMS-I at MadrLd.
AME first investigates the nominal or abort mode that was suggested by the ARD
or Dy the flight controller, to aetermine if suffLc_-_.nt AV exLsts to accom-
plish the selected mode. If not, and if the ground was selected as the vest nay
source, the nay update is n,oved prior to OMS-I _t Bermuda, _nd the case is
reevaluated. If the early nay update fail._ to p-oducc an acceptable solution,
successLve lower abort modes are investiga__d until an acceptable solution Ls
found.
The downmoding sequence that _s ass.tuned Ln the AME for STS-I Ls as follows:
NOM, ATO, AOA steep, AOA shallow, and ditch (see fig. 8.1.4-I). (Altho,_gh ditch
mode is supported by the AME, it is not an approved procmlm.e For STS-I.) The
flight controiler wi].l have the solutio_ ,_f the ;]]F.lle:d,-wai]able mode di_.playod
on the AME prLmary display (fig. P.!.4- _. The ANE _,eco,_dary display (fig.
8.1.4-3) will present the :_oLut.ion f',,r'th,._ ne×t lower mode that is available.
These dLsplays will be avail_bLc _: _i_c fo- the" ¢lighL contr'oiler to make an





This section contains a description of the onboard trajectory displays and a
brief discussion on h_w these displays can be used to perform the onboard abort
trajectory monitoring tasks. The onboard trajectory displays are made up of
prescribed trajectory profiles, mode boundary tic marks, and various
alpha/numeric parameters that can be used along with real-time indicators of cur-
: rent _id projected conditions displayed on any one of the three CRT's available
for crew monitoring. Characteristically, these displays are used for general
trajectory and guidance monitoring, manual takeover assessment, and manual guid-
ance reference in conjunction with the attitudes, attitude rates, and attitude
errors displayed on the ADI and HS[ (figs. 8.2-I and 8.2-2). These displays can
also be used to replace normal ground calls in the event of ground communica-
tions loss. The displays are subdivided into powered and entry flight regimes
and are discussed below.
8.2.1 Powered Flight Monitoring
The onboard displays available for trajectory monitoring during ascent and abort
powered flight are shown on figures 8.2.1-I through 8.2.1-6.
The first display (fig. 8.2.1-I) shows a portion of the nominal ascent
trajectory and the expected envelope of RTLS trajectories bounded by an early
(engine out at lift-off) and a late (engine out at last RTLS time with 5-second
decision delay) RTLS trajectory. This display will be used to monitor normal as-
cent in the RTLS region and to monitor an RTLS abort if it occurs. The display
will be the prime onboard tool along with the ADI and HSI to provide steering
commands should manual takeover be required for an RTLS abort. The crew would
match current trajectory indicators and/or predictors to preflight scribes on
the display to execute the powered RTLS maneuvers.
Similar displays exist for ascent and abort trajectory monitoring for the
first-stage, second-stage, and RTLS fl_ght regions and are shown on figures
8.2.1-2, 8.2.1-3, and 8.2.1-4, respectively. These displays are available for
crew monitoring but are driven by the backup flight system (BFS) and should only
• be used when acceptable agreement between the primary and backup systems exists.
As indicated on the first dispi_y, these displays are primarily used for tra-
jectory monitoring but are avqilable for manual steering cues in the event that
manual takeover is required.
Another s_gnificant feature of these displays are the GO and RTLS tic marks
along the nominal ascent trajectory (figs. 8.2.1-I and 8.2.1-3). The GO tic
marks represent the first time a single SSME can fail, and the remaining perfor-
mance exists to achieve an AOA with 3-sigma bad performance. The second tic
marl< (RTLS) represent_ the last ._me an SSME can fa_l, &nd the capabil_ty exists
to achieve cn RTLS MECO with 3-sigma bad performance. These tic marks can be
used in place o_ normal ground cai1_ in the event of voice communications loss
during ascent. Additional conservatism is use_ in placi_g these tics on the dis-
play to accommodate latmch hold, wind_, decision delays, and other dispersions
such that continuous RTLS and AOA capability exists For a three-_igma performing
vehicle shoul4 the crew use these tic marks to :_e]_o_ Lhe ab_mt mod,_after an
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_SME failed. Note ag'_inthat this procedure would only be recommended when
con_unications are lost because these calls nurmally come fro_ the ground
mission control center (MCC), which can accomodate for th_ 'ictualvehicle
state, whatever it may be, and therefore are more accurate than the onboard
cues.
A special onboard contingency abort display is shown in figure 8.2.1-5. This
d_splay shows the boundaries that subdivide the contingency abort regions in sec-
ond-stage flight in terms of instantaneous apogee altitude and apogee velocity.
This display will be the crew's primary source for determining which contingency
abort mode procedure to use should two SSME's fail during nominal second stage
of during an intact abort powered flight. The vertical boundary on the right in-
dicates when the capability exist (indicator crossing left to right) to continue
normal ascent (auto guidance) with a single SSME and achieve a MECO that ensures
a contingency downrange ditch entry of less than 2750° F aerosurface normal
heating. The boundary on the left indicates when, during an RTLS abort, a time-
critical separation is required (indicator crossing rlght to left) following the
loss of a second SSME. Note that the capability to automatically continue an
RTLS abort with a single SSME does not exist until powered pitchdown conditions
are achieved. Two SSME's out in all other regions of this display result in the
crew following a checklist null H-dot procedure in an attempt to achieve a MECO
condition resulting in an ET separation of less than 2 psf dynamic pressure and
a contingency downrange d_tch entry of less than 800 psf dynamic pressure. This
display also will indicate when the contingency propellant 2_mp is in progress.
This dump is initiated by an item enter.
The final powered flight trajectory display (fig. 8.2.1-6) shows the various OMS
maneuver parameters. This display is the primary tool for monitoring the vari-
ous OMS maneuvers. It dlsplays the OMS burn conditions accepted by the onboard
computer, which include: burn attitude, ignition time, burn target parameters,
and required burn AV's. Thi_ display is available prior to all OMS burns and re-
quires a manual initialization within 5 seconds of ignition before the onboard
computer will ezecute the maneuver. Therefore, the crew has visibility into the
selected burn parameters prior to the burn and may option to change any of these
before executing the maneuver.
Normally, these type changes wi[_ not be required, but should some abort condi-
tion exist because of an underspeed/overspeed at MECO or some time-critical situ-
ation, the crew has the option to change '-hetargets for the given situation. A
list of the various OMS-I and OMS-2 target _ptions i,_shown on table 8.2.1-I.
The option selected will normally be rcco,_ended by the ground, but the crew has
a similar list in their checklist onboard. Note that generally these targets
are a,:tomatically selected by the onboard computer for both the nominal and
abort cases; however, should large off-nominal conditions exist, the crew would
have to manually key in a new target _t. Other features of this maneuver dis-
play _re monitoring the automati.: ram, _vcr once _n_tiated, giving cues for man-







The onboard trajectory displays for an AOA entry are essentially the same as for
the nominal end-of-mission. There are several displays used during GRTLS for
trajectory and guidance monitoring.
During the alpha recovery and load relief phases, the alpha/Mach indicator
(AMI), the normal accelerometer (ACCEL), and the altitude/vertical velocity indi-
cator (AAVI) displays will be used to monitor the Orbiter's pitch up to a 50-
degree angle of attack and the subsequent buildup of normal load. During the
,- load relief, the AVVI is used to monitor the pullout when the altitude rate in-
creases above -250 fps.
After pullout, the vertical situation-1 display (VERT SIT-I) (fig. 8.2.2-I), is
used to monitor the energy/weight (E/W) on the lower right-h .nd side and the
angle-of-attack on the Mach-alpha displayed on the upper left-hand side. The
dashed line represents the alpha profile that the guidance is trying to fly dur-
ing the alpha transition phase. The solid line represents a manual takeover
line should the angle of attack fall below this line. The energy dissipation
during an S-turn can be monitored with this display.
After the Orbiter's energy state falls within the altitude and range limits of
the VER SIT scales and the Orbiter's velocity falls below Mach 3.2 the three
altitude/range profiles shown can be used to monitor the Orbiter's energy dissi-
pation rate. The upper line represents a maximum energy dissipation rate; the
lower line represents a minimum energy dissipation rate, while the middle line
represents the reference energy dissipation profile.
The vertical situation 2 (VERT SIT 2) display (fig. 8.2.2-2) replaces the VERT
SIT I when the altitude drops below 30 000 feet. This displa'r is used to moni-
tor both tDe energy dissipation and altitude.
When the Orbiter gets close to the landing field, the horizontal situation dis-
play (HSD) (fig. 8.2.2-3) and the horizontal situation indicator (HSI) (fig.
8.2-2) can be used to monitor the Orbiter's position relative to the landlng
site and navigation points. The glideslope pointer (GSI) on the right side of
HSI will display the displacement of the vehicle above or below the reference
glideslope, and the course deviation indicator (CDI) on the HSI indicates out-
of-plane angle.
With the help of the onboard display_ mer_tloned above, and the attitude director
i_dicator (ADI) (fig. 8.2-I), the crew can fly a manual (CSS) GRTLS. Immedi-
ately after separation, the pilot pitches up at 2 deg/sec and monitors angle of
attack on the AMI. When angle of attack reache_ 45°, he starts trimming alpha
to 50 degrees and starts monitoring th_ normal load in fps2 on the AMI and also
g's on the ACCEL display. _len _h_ ..rmal lo_d approaches 50 fps2 (1.65g's),
the pilot starts a pitc_hdown to keep the normal load at 2g's. He then monitors
the angle of attack and the alti_ua_ rate (H-DOT) on the AVVI to keep alpha
'D_ f
above 20° at pullout (H-DOT > -_jJ fps for cycle 3.)
• , A J
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After pullout, the pilot checks the E/W on the VERT SIT I. Tf the E/W indicator
is above the STN lin_ (initiate S-turn line), he banks to 45° at a rate of 5
deg/sec away from the runway. He continues this S-turn ,_ntllthe E/W indicator
drops below the STN line. He immediately reverses bank to 45°, and he levels
out when headed toward waypoint I. During the S-turn, the pilot controls pitch
by flying the Shuttle symbol on the Mach-alpha reference dotted line displayed
on the upper left-hand side of the VERT SIT I.
Below Mach = 3.2, and when the Orbiter's energy state falls within the
altitude/range profiles on the VERT SIT I, the pilot flies the heading to
waypoint I shown by the primary pointer on the HSI and maintains the E/W indica-
tor on the nominal mark on the VERT SIT I by pitching down to increase eQuiva-
lent airspeed (EAS) to decrease E/W with respect to the nominal reference or by
pitching up to decrease EAS to increase E/W. Once the E/W indicator is on the
nominal mark, the pilot will fly toward the nominal reference line. When the
Orbiter speed drops below Mach = 0.9, the pilot will fly along the nominal alti-
tude reference line and will take over manual speedbrake control to maintain the
recommended EAS shown on the VERT SIT 2 altitude reference line.
When the secondary pointer is about 90° away from the primary pointer on the
HSI, the heading alinement turn is started by the pilot. All this time, he has
been keeping an eye on the GSI so as not to get too far off the outer
glideslope. The pilot should now be within visual sight of the runway and
should retract the body flap and maintain the outer glideslope. He should main-
tain the reference velocity of 280 knots EAS by modulating the speedbrake until
the altitude decreases to 2500 feet when the speedbrake is retracted. The pilot
will execute the preflare maneuver of 1.4g's at an altitude of 2000 feet above
the runway. When the velocity decreases to 270 knots EAS, the landing gear is
deployed. This should occur at an altitude slightly above 200 feet above the
runway and landing should occur approximately 3200 feet past the runway thresh-




TABLE 8.1.1-I.- ARD/EP MONITORING CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Description Value
ARD reference margins
AVNOM Premission reference AM margin at lift-off 1425 fps
-_ AM
L/O




AVAOA Premission reference HM margin at staging -1849 fps
HM
STG




_VRTLS Premission reference RTLS HM margin at TFAIL 1587 fps
HM
TFAIL
AVRTLS Normal flyback AM AV for RTLS selected 767 fps
FLYBACK before 4:00









AV2SSME Last RTLS limit for 10-second decision delay 1241 fps
RTLS and 5-second uata lag "
LIMIT
AV3SSME Last 3-SSME RTLS limit for 10-second decision 1616 fps
RTLS delay and 5-second data lag
LIMIT




AVSE/O Zero margin limit for side (either left or 0 fps
ZERO right) SSME failure
MARGIN
LIMIT
AVABORT Reference AOA HM margin limit (at last RTLS) -26 fps
GAP defining RTLS/AOA abort gap
LIMIT
AV15SECOND Reference AOA HM margin limit (at last RTLS) -109 fps
GAP defining 15-second RTLS/AOA abort gap
LIMIT
AVAOA AOA HM margin limit (at last RTLS) defining -286 fps
SHALLOW RTLS/AOA - shallow abort gap
ABORT
GAP




ATTURN Longest del_ after EP T TURN for successful 20 sec
LIMIT manual pitcharound





,_ TABLE 8.1.1-I.- Concluded
Parameter Description Value
ARD/EP monitoring limits - Concluded
AVRTLS Upper limit on RTLS flyback AM AV for safe 2100 fps
"_ FLYBACK ET separation
WEIGHT
CONSTRANT
AVOMS Defines ARD AV limit required in MCC calls
TA_K for leaking OMS tank:
LEAK o Press-to-MECO +417 fps
o Single SSME +225 fps
ATOt_ Nominal day ARD boundary shift due to leaking
TANK OMS tank
LEAK o Press-to-MECO 57 sec
o Single SSME 16 see
AWOMS OMS fuel adjustment for single-SSME roll
SINGLF control:
SSME o Minimum adjustment 300 Ibs
ROLL o Auto guidance/convergent flight control 3 ib/sec
CONTROL o Manual guidance or flight control
problems 22 ib/sec
ARD/traJectory key events
TFAIL Time to discontinue trajectory lofting 4:20
min:sec
AVHM Inertial velocity limit for first ARD HM 12 000 fps
I/C single SSME completion support




TABLE 8.1.1-II.- ARD NOMINAL-DAY BOUNDARIES
Top SS_
Boundary Side SSME failure failure
50/50 guided MECO probability 4:15 4:13
Earllest AOA 4:00 3:58
Earliest ATO 3:55 3:53
Earliest mission completion 4:08 4:07
(50/50 probability)
Latest RTLSa 4:23 4:22
Single SSME completion 6:52 6:52
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IMX TURN RATE-NEW SOL I
Indicates that the solution requires an excessive thrust rotation (57.3 degrees
or more) and that the small angle approximationsused in the solution are invalid.
Even though the new solution is displayed, PEC output in this case is suspect
since the thrustangle has been artificially limited to one radian. This
message will be routinely displayed early in ascent for all HM modes and again
followingentry of the HM second-engine-out_ED and is not necessarily
indicativeof any AR_ processing problems.
Guidance equations have been cycled 25 times without achieving a converged
solution. Since convergence is normally achieved in 5 to lO cycles, this is
usually indicative of severe difficulties in _ither the current performance
or targetting regime (e.g., too close to the landing site for RTLS, single-
SSME HM comps iritiatedtoo early, etc.) AnD display is not updated in this
case but, i_stead, retains the last valid solution for this mode. This
message will normally be output in early ascent for PTLS and is not here a
cause for concern. Any other occurrence of this message, however, is probably
indicativeof a serious ARD processing difficulty.
t_eansthat PEG processing has been terminated for the identifiedmode because
the magnitude of the velocity required to achieve the targets was identically
equal to zero (to 16 decimal places). There are no identifiableoccurences
of this message. Note that the ARD display has not been updated and retains
data for this mode from the last valid solution.
I VGO, MX TURN THROTTLE 0_II
This message indicates that velocity-to-be-gained-by-thrustwas exceeded
75 000 FPS. during the process of PEG iteration for the indicatedmode. ARD
display for this mode has not been updated this cycle and retains data from
the last valid mode solution. Error condition is most often a result of
very low thrust-to-weightratio and is most likely the effect of an erroneous
zero MED throttleentry.
GENERAL NOTES:
I) ARD error messages are displayed immediatelyabove the solution to which
they apply (i.e., AOA, ATO, RTLS, or NOM AM or HM) on the ARD Digital
Display (MSK 0434).
2) Error processingand error message provisionsaffect only the current
ARD display cycle. 'formalArD cycling and display updates every six
secondsare not affected by these.
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: 9.0 ABORT INITIALIZATION LOAD FOR ONBOARD COMPUTER
This section contains the onboard computer initialization data set (I-load) tba :_
was used for generatinE the abort trajectories for this analysis cycle. The as-
cent I-l_ds are presented in tables 9-I. The abort unique I-loads are super-
scripted for easy identification. The I-loads used for AOA descent (table 9-II)
are identical to those for nominal end-of-mission descent and are documented in
STS-I OFP deorbit-through-landing profile document (vol. V, cycle 3). The I-
loads specifically for the RTLS entry are shown in table 9-III. The abort
:mique I-loads are superscripted for easy identification. The I-loads used for
AOA descent, (table 9-II) are identical to those for nominal end-of-mission de- -
scent and are documented in STS-I OFP deorbit-through-landing profile document
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This section lists some of the key abort issues at cycle 3 publication for the
STS-10FP. Some of the issues shown are significant omissions, corrections, or
updates that will be reflected in future revisions.
10.1 GENERAL
a. The plan is to use 2a instead of 3o bad performance for press to MECO
performance estimates on future updates.
b. The plan is to use compatible RTLS and AOA wind and performance estimates
• for defining the abort mode boundary on future updates.
c. Contingency abort analysis is in work and will be added in a later document
revision.
d. OFT ejection seat analysis being performed by Rockwell/Space Division.
(refs. 14 and 15).
e. A fast separation sequence has been baselined for Orbiter separation during
the first stage. No abort analyses are currently planned to demonstrate
safe recovery beyond the implementation of the fast separation sequence.
f. No trajectories have been generated for stuck SSME throttles. However, the
basic capability to evaluate abort margins for stuck throttles exists at
real time in the ground software.
g. Range safety (i.e., ET impact) implications of the current press to MECO
abort philosophy are unresolved.
h. Abort gap rules and limits for SSME stuck throttle and thrust limiting cases
are currently undefined.
" i. The ARD loading and limits for SSME thrust limiting are to be established.
j. A new null H-DOT contingency abort single SSME pitchdown sequence hos been
defined for future updates.
k. Variable Iy could be considered for STS-I if ascent performance estimates
continue to degrade such to effect continuous intact abort capability.
10.2 RTLS
a. The 65-percent minimum SSME throttle requirement results in a slight over g
(3.05) at MECO with 2 percent MPS propellant remaining for the three SSME






b. The 100-percent maximum SSME throttle requirement results in _ significantly
lower altitude (AH > 100 000 ft) at pitcharound for the engine-out at lift-
off abort case. This unavoidably results in noncommon RTLS profiles for dif-
ferent abort times, complicating training somewhat.
• c. An aft RCS propell_nt dump was assumed to occur post-MECO for this cycle,
however it is not reflected in the RTLS targets. This dump has just
recently been baselined out and will not be used in future revisions.
d. GRTLS cycle 3 V/R targeting produces moderate S-turns in nominal cases.
Flight control stability considerations and crew preferences may require ""
targeting farther away from the runway (close to max range footprint
boundary) to eliminate S-turning profiles.
e. Changes in flight control Q/e/m stability boundary definitions may alter
minimum alpha and max Q limits in GRTLS guidance. Such changes could also
modify the E/R S-turn action lines and/or require extending the alpha transi-
tion phase to M 2.5.
f. Elimination of the post sep RCS thrust/dump assumed load factor/touchdown al-
titude rate restrictions for STS-I. If'these structural constraints are
changed, then the need for an RCS dump may have to be reexamined.
g. Tne GRTLS flight control system i3 still being modified and possible effects
on flight profile design must be investigated.
10.3 AOA/ATO
a. The AOA trajectory data presented reflect the AOA landing at Northrup
Strip. Should Northrup Strip have bad weather on the day of launch,
an alternate mission will be designed with yaw steering in second stage
so that an AOA can land at EAFB. This alternate AOA to EAFB has not
yet been generated for cycle 3.
b. Neither onorbit vents (APU and water evaporator) nor RCS attitude control
perturbations during coasts were simulated in the trajectories presented.
c. The navigation system simulation used one It_ platform instead of three plat-
forms with mid-value selection redundancy management. All accelerations
sensed by the IMU were incorporated into the state vector. The navigation
drag model in the flight software was not employed.
d. The trajectories do not reflect actual vehicle attitude timelines. Angle-
of-attack (alpha) management will be utilized with MECO underspeeds greater
than 300 fps in order to minimize the effects of drag after the OMS-I burn.
A minimum of two reorientations is required to maintain alpha between +20 °.





f. For planning purposes, the OMS propellant reserves are based on the follow-
ing assumptions:
I. OMS propellant reserved for a 2-minute TIG delay will be deleted for fu-
ture updates.
2. The proper amount of forward RCS propellant will be dumped between OMS-
I and OMS-2 so that there is never a requirement to reserve OMS propel-
lant for X c.g. management.
3. A 570-pound OMS propellant is reserved for Y e.g. management.
4. Future updates will assume that there is no aft RCS propellant usable
for propulsive _V.
J
5. O_ propellant reserved for the 80 fps navigation dispersion allowance
is inadequate to cover a broken navigation system unless a state vector
update is performed prior to Bermuda LOS.
6. Earliest ATO trajectory for future updates will assume deorbit to the
steep entry line rather than the shallow entry line.
g. The current onorbit MPS propellant dump sequence is being revised from 116
see LOX and 47 see LH2 sequence used for the analysis presented.
h. The NAV-drag model parameters do not provide satisfactory results for the
low altitudes achieved for MECO underspeed AOA and ATO. These parameters
are being redesigned for low altitudes.
i. The feasibility of performing an AOA or ATO from large MECO underspeeds is
being studied with a complete dispersion analysis. This analysis includes
the effects of aerodynamic uncertainties, density, variations, vent
uncertainties, and three-sigma IMU performance.
j. No MPS propellant slosh was simulated post-MECO.
Q
k. These trajectories did not execute a forward RCS propellant dump.
i. The cycle 3 constraint for common AOA and ATO OMS-I targets may be removed
in future updates if ascent performance penalties compromise allowable abort
mode overlap.
m. AOA and ATO OMS-I _argets will be designed to produce a geodetic altitude
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AOA abort once around
ATO abort to orbit
DOF degree of freedom
EI entry interface (400 O00-feet altitude)
ET external tank
GET ground elapsed time
GRTLS glide return-to-launch site
HA apogee altitude
H-DOT altitude rate error
HP perigee altitude
IMU inertial measurement unit
Isp specific impulse
LHS local horizontal coordinate system
MECO main engine cutoff
MPS main propulsion system
OMS orbital maneuvering system
OMS-I first OMS maneuver (burn)
OMS-2 second OMS maneuver (burn)
PRTLS powered return-to-launch site









SRB solid rocket booster
SBME Space Shuttle main engine
STS Space Transportation System
SVDS space vehicle dynamics simulation
U-DOT radial velocity error







POWERED FLIGHT DISPERSION ANALYSIS
At.0 SU_4ARY
This appendix provides a linear dispersion analysis for each of the STS-I intact
abort modes: (I) powered return-to-launch site (PRTLS) from lift-off through ex- _
ternal tank _ET) separation, (2) abort once around (AOA) from lift-off to entry
interface (EI), and (3) abort to orbit (ATO) from lift-off through the OMS-2 :
circularization burn. This analysis assumes the guidelines and Cycle 3 I-load _:
data consistent with the STS-I Abort Plan. Small differences exist between the
abort trajectori,.sused for the dispersion analysis and the baseline abort 4
cases, but the dispersion _esults are directly applicable to the baseline abort
cases. The results from this analysis include three-sigma dispersions in the ac-
tual state and three-sigma uncertainties in the navigated state. The signifi-
cant error sources are identified, ant covariance and correlation matrices are
provided at major events. PRTLS results are presented for the following four
cases: main engine failure at lift-off, main engine failure at solid rncket
booster (SRB) separation, main engine failure at 262.5 seconds (latest two-
engine return-to-launch site (RTLS)), and a three-engine RTLS at 262.5 seconds.
AOA results are presented for the case with a main engine cutoff _MECO)
underspeed of 410 fps (earliest AOA steep), and ATO results are presented for







Dispersion analyses of the intact abort modes have been performed to determine
' state vector and performance dispersions (or variations) that result from un-
certainties in the platform, vehicle, and environmental parameters. These un-
certainties are of an assumed known magnitude and probability distribution The
dispersions are determined at major mission events and fixed times from lift-off
i using the linear root-sum-square (RSS) procedure. The dispersion results are
used to evaluate the capability of the vehicle to satisfy mission constraints
and requirements with a three-sigma level of confidence. A description of the
various types of dispersion results is provided in the paragraphs below.
A principal result from a dispersion analysis is a measure of the dispersion in
the actual state. That is, how much does the actual position and velocity dif-
( fer from the premission nominal at a given time or event occurrence in the8
trajectory? These variations in the actual state are expressed as three-sigma
values for each component of position and velocity. A three-sigma value may be
expressed as a probability associated with a normal distribution; i.e., in vehi-
cle flight there is a 99.73-percent probability that the actual state dispersion
will be within the three-sigma bounds. Actual state dispersions are important
in answering questions related to SRB and ET footprints, staging and separation
studies, and whether or not all constraints have been satisfied, communication
and telemetry acquisition and loss of signal, achieving the desired final orbit
within specified limits for rendezvous or payload release, ability of the vehi-
cle to correct for known dispersions and still achieve final target concitions,
and verification that the flight software can handle dispersions without stabil-
ity or convergence problems.
Another principal result from a dispersion analysis is a measure of the errors
or uncertainties in the navigated state. That is, how much does the navigated
position and veloclty differ from the actual position and velocity at a given
time or event occurrence in the trajectory? Or simply, how well does the vehi-
cle "know" where it is? Uncertainties in the navigated state are also expressed
as three-sigma values for each component of position and velocity. Navigated
state uncertainties are important in answering questions related to: time his-
tory of navigation errors and whether they converge or diverge, necessity anc
_ • criterion for ground updates of the navigated state, and the ability of the vehi-
cle to satisfy all constraints when navigation errors are present.
A third result of a dispersion analysis is defining dispersions in the final ve-
hicle characteristics such as total vehicle weight and propellant weight. These
characteristics are important in determining the flight performance reserve and
in answering vehicle performance questions such as the ability of the vehicle to
fly with off-nominal weights and engine performance and still achieve final tar-
get conditions.
Another result is to identify those error sources that have the greatest effect
on the final mission parameters of interest. For example, dispersions in the ac-
tual state typically result from variations in the vehicle performance parame-
ters such as thrust and weigfft and from errors in the inertial measurement unit
(IMU). The largest navigation errors typically result from errors in the IMU




Finally, eovariance and correlation matrices are provided at selected times or
events in the trajectory. A covariance matrix contains the statistics of the ve-
hicle actual state dispersions and the vehicle navigated state uncertainty at a
particular point of interest. The various components of the position and veloc-
ity are assumed to be normally distributed. Because they are correlated, it is
necessary to represent them in matrix form. The covariance matrix then repre-
sents the statistics of a randoa vector with a multidimensional normal distribu-
tion. Other parameters may he included in the covariance matrix such as time,
vehicle weight, and IMU error parameters. Covariance matrices are often used to
initialize another dispersion study where the state vector statistics are
advanced to some later point in time. A correlation matrix, computed from the
elements of the covariance matrix, defines the simple linear correlation between
any two parameters in the matrix. The correlation indicates the degree of lin-
ear relationship between two parameters. It measures how well a straight line





A3.1 DISPERSION SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
A dispersion analysis is based on a nominal or reference trajectory generated
without includinE any o£ the uncertainties. P,_formance optimum first-stage
steering commands and second-stage guidance in__ts are defined by the l-load
data. Because perturbations are unplanned occurrences, the same I-load data are
used In simulating trajectories with perturbations.
The perturbation simulations in this analysis are determined by independently
simulating three-sigma values of the indicated uncertainties. That is, a com-
plete trajectory simulation is developed using only one error source. The dis-
, persion results from these independent simulations are then statistically
" correlated at each time or event slice by: (I) an RSS process, (2) determining
a covarlance matrix indicative o£ all error sources, and (3) using the elements
of the covariance matrix to compute a correlation matrix.
Inherent in the RSS method are the following assumptiozls:
a. The perturbations are statistically independent; that is, the occurrence o£
one perturbation will not affect the probability of a second perturbation.
b. A perturbation and its associated flight dispersions are linearly related.
i c. The perturbations are assumed normally distributed about their statistical
mean.
Figure A3.1-I contains the definition of a local horizontal eoorOlnate system
(LHS, UVW). The RSS data and covarlance matrices indicate state vector disper-
sions in the L_S. Because the LHS is determined from the nominal state, a dif-
ferent LHS is determ!ned at each time or event for which RSS or covariance data
are required.
A3.2 MODEL DESCRIPTION
This dispersion analysis assumes the guidelines and cycle 3 I-load data consis-
tent with the STS-I Abort Plan (see main text) . Detailed descriptions of the
nominal abort trajectories may also be found in the STS-I Abort Plan. A descrlp-
• tion of the dispersion analysis model is summarized below:
a. Dispersion analysis simulations are generated u_ing the cycle 3 file version
of the space vehicle dynamics simulation (SVDS) program operating in a three
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) flight simulation mode.
b. The three-IMU platform with midvalue select is represented as a single IMU.
The initial IMU orientation is defined by the alinement specit'_eo in refer-
ence 1. The platform alinement errors at lift-off reflect the nominal
alinement schedule (pl_tform release 30 minutes before lift-off, gyrocompass






c. The acceleration threshold used by the navigation software is reset from
zero to 1000 micro-g at the completion of the main propulsion system (MPS)
dump. Accelerometer data below this threshold are not incorporated by
navigation.
d. There is no onorbit drag model in either the navigation or the environment.
e. Reaction control system (RCS) activity for vehicle attitude control is
not modeled.
f. The MP$ propellant dumps are simulated; no other vents are modeled.
A3.3 ERROR SOURCES, SYMBOLS, AND DEFINITIONS
A list of the error sources an¢ their three-sigma values is given in table
A3.3-I. Included in table A3.3-I are symbols used Ln the RSS data tables to
identify dispersions resulting from the error sources. The references for the
various error sources are also noted in table A3.3-I. It shoul_ be noted that
the hot atmosphere was analyzed but was not included in the RSS r_sults inasmuch
as the cold atmosphere produced larger dispersions. The follcwL_ error sources
were not included in the analysis: atmospheric winds, aerodJna_ies, _hruat






The dispersion analysis results are presented in separate sections for the
PRTLS, AOA, and ATO abort modes.
Three-slgma dispersions in the actual state and three-slgma uncertainties in the
navigated state, including covariance and correlation matrices, are providea for
each abort mode. In addition, the significant error sources are identified.
. Dispersion data are provided at selected event and time slices fcr each abort
trajectory. An event is defined as a fixed occurrence (sensed by attaining a
given target value) and may have a time-from-lift-off dispersion associated with
it. Typical events include SRB staging, ET separation, and the completion of
powered flight segments such as MECO, OMS-I cutoff, and OMS-2 cutoff. A time
. slice i._ indicative of a fixed time from lift-off where the fixed time is often
referenced to the nominal trajectory. For example, a time slice might be co-
fined as 30 seconds after the time of nominal MECO. All dispersion data are
then computed at that fixed time from lift-off.
Each event and time slice has its own LHS or UVW system for the calculation of
state vector dispersions. The UVW system is always defined using the nominal
abort state at the event or time slice of interest. It is important to note the
distinctlon between a radial velocity error (U-DOT) in the UVW system and an al-
titude rate error (H-DOT) in the current local hor=zontal system (fig. A4.0-I).
A U-DOT error is computed in a fixed UVW coordinate system defined by the
nominal state vector. In this system, a downrange position error will also
result in a U-DOT _ror, but an H-DOT error is computed u3ing two _istinct coor-
dinate systems: a local horizontal system defined by the nominal state vector,
and a local horizontal system defined by the errorea state vector. Thus, a
downrange position error rotates the local horizontal such that an H-DOT error
will not correspond to a U-DOT error. Only when there is no position error will
an H-DOT error equal a U-DOT error.
The RSS technique is the methoc used in this analys_J to statistlcally combine
dispersions in the flight parameters to determine the three-sigma limits in the
significant parameters. In actual vehicle flight, there is a 99.73-percent prob-
- ability that the value of the parameter will be inside the three-sigma bounds
(the RSS value) if all a3sumptions required for thi::method are valiu. RSS data
tables are included in the results to indicate param.:ter dispersions for each in-
dlvi_ual error source and the three-sigma RSS of all the error sources. Parame-
ter names used in the RSS data tables ere defined in table A4.0-1. Because all
• error sources are assumed to be normally distributecl, the RSS data are computed
without regard to sign. Actual state dispersions are computed as the actual
state of the perturbed abort trajectory minu_ the actual _tate of the nominal
; abort trajectory. Navigation uncertainties are computed as the _avlgated state
of the perturbed abort trajectory minus the actual state (_fthe perturbed _bort
trajectory.
Covariance and correlation matrix data are presente<_ at selected event and time
slices for each abort trajectory. The rovariance matrix represents a multi-
varia_e normal distribution of one-slgm_- diapers[on:; iF the actual state, uncer-




also include term_ for accelerometer biases and platform mi_alinement ang _
Al_hough three-sigma values of the error sources are used in the trajector)
simulations, the dispersions are aajusted to a :,ne-s_gma level for determining
the covariance matrices. _able A4.0-11 cont,_ns a ceflnitlon of the symbols
used to ident_['_ the element_ of _ covariance matrix. Because a covariance
matrix is sya_etrical, only the lower triangle is given. Fach diagonal element
of the matrix represents t_le linear covariance between the "row" parameter and
the "column" parameter. The covarianee mPasures how two parameters, X and Y,
tend to vary together. The covariance will be positive if both parameters are
at the same time greater than or less than their respective means; negative if
one parameter is greater than its mean while the other 9arameter is less than
its mean, and zero _f X and _ are independent.
The correlation matrix measur-, toe linear interdependence between any two param-
eters appearing in the covariance matrix, it has an identical fo._mat to the
covarlance matrix. Eac_ element of the correlation matrix has values between -I
and +I: -I denotes per_ ct negative or inverse correlation, 0 denotes statlsti-
cal indepensence, and +I denotes perfect positive correlation.
A4.1 POWEhED RETUrN-TO-LAUNCH SITE
A4.1.1 Trajectory Description
Because there is a wide range of possible PRTLS tra iectories, the dispersion
analysis w-_s performed for four _eparate ¢a_es, each having its o_n nominal
trajectory.
a. Fnglne-out at lift-off, RT_S selected at 150 seconds
b. Engine-out at SR5 separation, _TLS selected at 150 :seco_.ds
c. Engine-out at 262.5 seconds, _TLS selected at 272.5 seconds
d. Three-engine HFL,S selected at 262.5 seconds
_ach of the above cases was :_elected for a >art_c_+l%r reason, r_e e.'.ginu-out at
lif_-off case was cilosen because it has the lor,ge:_tpowereu flight time, so plat-
form errors have the longe::t time to accumul'_te. 'l'ntcase _itn an engine-out at
SRB separation was chosen because at £T separation it has the gr.._atest velocity
and range to the landing sit_= (highest po[:.t of" %r,'tv%l o,_ tr:e rgnF,'-"eloclty
(hV) target line). _he ca_e with an engine-out at '_2.5 r_cond:, _;:tc,:qosen be-
cause it eorr_:spond_ to th,-.latest pus:_.b[e two-entsi',_,i_'i'LS _r,(_it 'z perfor-
mance critical. Lastly, the three-engine BTL; at 2_,_.5 _econ.iu was chosen be-
cause at ET se, irx[ion _t ha; the l')_est vul_city 'in_lr_ng_ (iow_)bt point of ar-
rival on the RV tdIg_:t .'-he').
An event timeline is provide'/ _n table 4.1.1-i fc,I ti_e f( _r _t,_r,lna[ PI(..Z




4 a. SRB separation
b. RTLS selection
c. End of powered pitcharound
d. Start of powered pitchdown
e. MECO commanded
f. ET s, _._tion
_ne PRTLS dispersion results are shown in an Earth-relative system.
A4.1.2 Error ContribJtion Data
The contributions of each error source to the total RSS values can be seen at
SRB separation in tables 4.1.2-I and 4.1.2-II for the cases with an engine-out
at lift-off and the cases with no engine-out in first stage (i.e., nomizlal).
The same data are shown at ET separation in tables 4.1.2-III through 4.1.2-VI
for each of the PRTLS cases. The actual state dispersions are shown in the (a)
tables and the navigated state uncertainties are shown in the (b) tables. The
(c) taoles contain actual dispersions in other trajectory parameters, as well as
dispersions in time, vehicle weight, and ET propellant weight.
A4.1.3 RSS Summary Data
Summary tables of the three-sigma RSS errors are included to allow comparison
among the PRTLS cases at each of the six event slices. Table A4.1.3-I summa-
rizes the three-sigma values of the UVW state parameters, table A4.1.3-II summa-
rizes the trajectory state parameters, and table A4.1.3-III summarizes the vehi-
cle parameters. The actual state dispersions are shown in the (a) tables and
the navigated state uncertainties are shown in the (b) tables.
w
A4.1.4 Covariance and Correlation Matrix Data
Covariance and correlation matrices are provided at SRB separation in tables
A4.1.4-I and A4.1.4-II. The matrices are provided at ET separation in tables
• A4.1,!!-III through A4.1.4-VI for the four cases. The (a) tables provide the
covariance matrices, and the (b) tables provide the correlation matrices,
A4.1.5 Conclusions
The final assessment of the PRTLS dispersion analysis comes after using the data
to determine the effects oi dispersions on SRB disposal, ET disposal, and
Orbiter glide return-to-launch site (GRTLS) trajectories. Once _hese effects
are kno_, the capability of the vehicle to satisfy mission constraints and






below Is to highlight areas where dispersions have been of special concern. Sig-
nificant items have been identified where possible, and an attempt has been _ade
to explain the physical interpretation of the results.
For the PRTLS with Space Shuttle main engine (SSME) failure at lift-off, the
first-stage open-loop guidance flle_ an attitude profile specifically designed
for the englne-out case. This profile maintains acceptable load margins in the
maximum dynamic pressure region, acceptable aerodynamic heating margins near
staging, and acceptable SRB staging conditions. The net effect of the engine
fazlure is that dispersions in the actual state at SRD separation are @ifferent
from the dispersions for the nominal no englne-out case. The engine failure
case shows smaller position dispersions and larger velocity dispersions.
The dispersions at the completion of the powered pitcharound are not significant
because this marks the beginning of a closed-loop guidance phase that will com-
pensate for the dispersions. One should note that the time at the completion of
the powered pitcharound is sensitive to vehicle performance. The time disper-
sions result from both the time at which the pitcharound is initiated and the
time spent in the pitcharound. For a low pe.'forming vehicle with a slower veloc-
ity, the pitcharound will be initiated later in time. The time spent in the
pitcharound varies with the piteharound angle computed by guidance, and the
pltcharound angle depends on the guidance solution for the amount of velocity
wasting required.
At the start of powered pitchdown, guidance satisfies its target conditions for
radius m_k_nitude, velocity magnitude (a function of range), flightpath angle,
heading, and mass. Closed-loop guidance ends just prior to the start of powered
pitchdowr_, and the powered pitchdown is flown open loop with MECO occurring when
the velocity achieves the cutoff velocity from the MECO range-velocity-gamma
(RVy) line. The RVy llne is designed to provide an equal opportunity of
achieving the runway from any point on the line. The nominal point of arrival
on the line is a function of the engine-out time and/or the time at which the
RTLS is selected. The actual state dispersions at _CO and ET separation that
are shown in the RSS tables are largely variations in the point, of arrival on
the RVY line, and they do not reflect variations in the glide-ranging capabil-
ity. The navigation errors, however, do rep_._ent a miss in the RVy target
line, and these errors must be absorbed by the GRTLS trajectory. The navigation
errors are comparable for the four PRTLS cases, but largest for the englne-out
at lift-off case because it has the longest flight time.
A4.2 ABORT ONCE AROUND
The primary purpose of the AOA dispe,-sion analysis is to define the actual state
dtspers[on_ and navigated state uncertainties at entry interface (El). These
errors are a direct result of navigation performance. The vehicle performance
variations have a minimal eiTect on entry errors because they are compensated






The AOA trajectory used to define the nominal was the earliest AOA case with a
MECO underspeed of 410 fps. This case was defined by first assuming an engine-
out at 260 seconds with nominal performance, a guided MECO, and no underspeed.
Then, a case with an engine-out at 224.4 seconds with nominal performance was
found to arrive at MECO with a propellant depletion cutoff and a 410 fps
underspeed. Thus, all of the dispersed cases for the AOA analysis assumes an
" sngine-out at 224.4 seconds with a propellant depletion cutoff.
" An event timeline is provided in table A4.2.1-I for the nominal AOA trajectory
(no dispersions present). Dispersion data were computed at the following nine
event and time slices:
• a. SRB separation (event)
b. _CO (event)
c. Nominal MECO + I minute (fixed time)
d. OMS-I cutoff (event)
e. Nominal OMS-I cutoff + 6 minutes (fixed time)
f. OMS-2 ignition (event)
g. OMS-2 cutoff (event)
h. EI - 5 minutes (fixed time)
i. EI (event)
The event slice at entry interface is taken at the time when the actual state
from each perturbed trajectory reaches 400 000 feet. At this time, the nav-
igated state is at some other altitude. Figure A4.2-I illustrates how the
trajectory errors are computed at EI.
a
A4.2.2 Error Contribution Data
The contributions of each source to the total RSS values are given at MECO,
• OMS-I cutoff, OMS-2 cutoff, EI minus 5 minutes, and EI in tables A4.2.2-I
through A4.2.2-V, respectively. The actual state dispersions in the state param-
eters are shown in the (a) tables and the navigated state uncertainties in the
state parameters are shown in the (b) tables. The (e) tables present the actual
dispersions in the vehicle parameters, and the (d) tables present the actual dis-
persions in the orbital parameters, which include apogee altitude (HA), perigee
altitude (HP), period, inclination, longitude of the ascendtng node, argument of





A4.2.3 RSS Summary Data
Summary tables of the three-sigma RSS errors at all of the event and time slices
are presented in tables A4.2.3-I through A4.2.3-IW. The UVW state errors are
shown in table A4.2.3-I, the trajectory parameter errors in table A4.2.3-II, the
vehicle parameter errors in table A4.2.3-III, and the orbital parameter errors
in table A4.2.3-IV. The (a) tables contain the actual state dispersions and the
(b) tables contain the navigated state uncertainties.
A4.2.4 Covariance and Correlation Matrix Data
Covariance and correlation matrices are provided at FLECO in tables A4.2.4-I(a)
and (b). Terms have been included in the matrix for time from lift-off, accel-
erometer biases, and platform mzsalinement angles. The corresponding matrices
are also provided at OMS-2 cutoff, EL minus 5 minutes, and E1 in tables A4.2.4-II
through A4.2.4-IV, respectively.
A4.2.5 Conclusions
The final assessment of the AOA dispersion analysi_ comes after using the data
to determine the eft'ects of dispersions on the subsequent entry. Once these ef-
fects are known, the capability of the vehicle to satisfy mzssion constraints
and achieve target conditions may be evaluated. The purpose of the conclusions
below is to highlight areas where dispersions have been of special concern. Sig-
nificant items have been identified where possible, and an attempt has been made
to explain the physical interpretation of the results.
The actual state dispersions; are equivalent to the navigatlon uncertainties
slnce only the 1MU error source wa_ included in the AOA analysis. The naviga-
tion uncertainties are larger for the AOA MECO than for the nominal MECO because
the AOA flight time is longer. With the long OMS-I burn, the navigati, on errors
increase from MECO to OMS-I cutoff. From OMS-I cutoff to OMS-2 ignition, the
navigation uncertainty grows signiflcantly because of the propagation of the
OMS-I cutoff errors. By El the navigation uncertainty ellipsozd maps into a
large downrange dispersion in the actual state. Th,.:actual state dispersion is
quoted for a fixed altitude, so a small altitude error results in a large
downrange dispersion because of the shallow flightpath augle (fig. A4.2-I).
4._ ABORT TO ORBIT
The purpose oF the ATO dispersion analysis is to def[nL_ the final _rt)it inser-
tion accuracy that results from plus or minus three-_igma navigation perfor-
mance. Because the vehicle perfurmanee variations are compensated for by
closed-loop guidance, they have a minimal effect on the insert£on accuracy, and
hence are ignored for' this analysis. Another" reasor_ for [g,._orlng the perfor-
mance errors is that certain combinations of perfo_nancc variatiot_s are neces-






The ATO trajectory used to define the nominal was the earliest ATO with a MECO
underspeed of 375 fps. This case was defined by first assuming an engine-out at
260 seconds with nominal performance, guided MECO, and no underspeed. Then a
case with an engine-out at 227.I seconds with nominal performance was found to
arrive at MECO with a propellant depletion cutoff and 375 fps underspeed. Thus,
all of the dispersed cases for the ATO analysis assume an engine-out at 227. I
seconds with a propellant depletion cutoff.
An event tl,eline is provided in table A4.3. I-I for the nominal ATO trajectory
(no disper_ ons present). Dispersion data were computed at the following eight
event and time slices:
' a. SR__ separation (event)
b. MECO (event)
c. Nominal MECO + 1 minute (fixed time)
d. OMS-I cutoff (event)
e. Nominal OMS-I cutoff + 5 minutes (fixed time)
f. OMS-2 ignition (event)
g. OMS-2 cutoff (event)
h. Nominal OMS-2 cutoff + 1 minute (fixed time)
A4.3.2 Error Contribution Data
The contributions of each error source to the total RSS values are given at
MECO, OMS-I cutoff, OMS-2 cutoff, and nominal OMS-2 cutoff + 1 minute in tables
A4.3.2-I through A4.3.2-1V, respectively. The actual state dispersions in the
• state parameters are shown in the (a) tables and the navigated state uncertain-
ties in the state parameters are shown in the (b) tables. The (c) tables present
the actual dispersions in the vehicle parameters and the (d) tables present the
actual dispersions in the orbital parameters. The dispersions in the argument
of perigee and true anomaly after OMS-2 cutoff are large as a result of the
near-circular orbit.
A4.3.3 RSS Summary Data
Summary tables of the three-sigma R_S errors at all of the event and time slices
are presented in tables A4.3.3-I through A4.3.3-IV. The UVW state errors are
shown in table A4.3.3-I, the trajectory parameter errors are shown in table




orbital parameter errors are shown in table A4.3.3-IV. The (a) tables contain
the actual state dispersions and the (b) tables contain the navigated state
uncertainties.
A4.3.4 Covariance and Ccrrelation Matrix Data
Covariance and correlation matrices are provided at MECO in tables A4.3.4-I{a)
and (b). The matrices are also provided at OMS-2 cutoff and OMS-2 cutoff + 1
minute in tables A4.3.4-II and A4.3.4-III. B
A4.3.5 Conclusions
The final assessment of the ATO dispersion analysis comes after using the data
to determine the effects of dispersions on the subsequent deorbit and entry.
Once these effects are known, the capability of the vehicle to satisfy mission
constraints and achieve target conditions may be evaluated. The purpose of the
conclusions below is to highlight areas where dispersions have been of special
concern. Significant items have been identified where possible, and an attempt
has been made to explain the physical interpretation of the results.
Concluding remarks for the earliest ATO are similar to those for the earliest
AOA trajectory. From lift-off to MECO, the ATO and AOA trajectories are similar
except for the MECO underspeeds. This is because both target for the same MECO
conditions and the ATO arrives at MECO earlier than the AOA. At OMS-I cutoff,
the navigation uncertainty is slightly smaller for the ATO than the AOA because
the OMS-I burn time is less for the ATO.
From OMS-I cutoff to OMS-2 ignition, the navigation uncertainty grows during the
long propagation of the OMS-I cutoff errors.
After the OMS-2 circularization burn, dispersions in the orbital parameters be-
come more meaningful than dispersions in the state vector components. The
three-sigma dispersions in apogee altitude and perigee altitude have a small ef-
fect on the delta velocity required for the deorbit burn. It should be noted
that for a circular orbit, large dispersions are present in the argument of peri-
gee and true anomaly because the line of apsides rotates with a small
perturbation in flightpath angle. The navigation error after the OMS-2 burn is
of little consequence because it is planned to update the navigated state prior
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TABLE A4.0-I.- PARAMETER DEFINITIONS FOR RSS DATA TABLES
Name Definition Units
State Parameters
U Radial position component in the LHS ft
V Downrange position component in the LHS ft ,
W Crossrange position component in the LHS ft
U-DOT Radial velocity component in the LHS fps
V-DOT Downrange velocity component in the LHS fps
W-DOT Crossrange velocity component in the LHS fps
ALTITUDE Inertial position vector magnitude ft
SPEED Inertial velocity vector magnitude fps
H-DOT Inertial altitude rate (velocity x sin y) fps
DR-DOT Inertial downrange rate (velocity x cos 7) fps
GAMMA Inertial flighpath angle (y) fps
_ehicle Parameters
LATD Geodetic latitude deg
LONG Longitude deg
AZIM Inertial azimuth deg
RANGE Surface range from launch site n. mi.
TI_ Elapsed time sec
WEIGHT Total vehicle weight ib
PROP SSHE propellant for events through HECO, Ib
OMS propellant for events post-HECO
OXID MPS oxidizer remaining ib








, HA Apogee altitude n. mi.
, HP Perigee altitude n. m_.
PERIOD Orbital period see
INCLIN Inclination deg
ASC NOD Longitude of ascending node deg
ARG PER Argument of perigee deg
TRU ANOM True anomaly deg
SMAJ AXIS SemimaJor axis n. mi.




TABLE A4.0-II.- DEFINITION OF COVARIANCE AND
CORRELATION MATRIX ELEMENTS
Matrix element Definition Units
U ACTa Actual position dispersion minus radial ft
V ACT Actual position dispersion minus downrange ft
W ACT Actual position dispersion minus crossrange ft
U-DOT ACT Actual velocity dispersion minus radial fps
V-DOT ACT Actual velocity dispersion minus downrange fps
W-DOT ACT Actual velocity dispersion minus crossrange fps
U NAV b Navigated position uncertainty minus radial ft
V NAV Navipted position uncertainty minus downrange ft
W NAV Navigated position uncertainty minus crossrange ft
U-DOT NAV Navigated velocity uncertainty minus radial fps
V-DOT NAV Navigated velocity uncertainty minus downrange fps
W-DOT NAV Navigated velocity uncertainty minus crossrange fps
WT Total vehicle weight ib
TIME Time from lift-off sec
X ACC BIAS Platform X accelerometer bias fps2
Y ACC BIAS Platform Y accelerometer bias fps2
Z ACC BIAS Platform Z accelerometer bias fps2
X MISALIGN Misalinement about platform X-axis tad
Y MISALIGN Misalinement about platform Y-axis tad
Z MISALIGN Mi_alinement about pAatform Z-axis tad
aThe actual state dispersion is computed by constructing a UVW system defined by
the nominal actual state at the event/time slice of interest. Then,
Actual dispersion • (Perturbed actual state in UVW) minus
(Nominal actual state in UVW)
_rhe navigated state uncertainty is computed by constructing a UVW system
defined by the nominal navigated state at the _vent/time slice of interest.
Then,
Navigated uncertainty - (Perturbed navigated state in UVW) minus
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Let R1 be the inertial position vector and V1 be the inertial velocity vector.
The local horizontal (LH3) or UW coordinate system ts de£ined by the £ollouin8
three vector equations.
u : eI/leiI (Radialdirection)
v = (RI x VI x Rx)/lnz x vz x nzl (Downrange direction)
A A A
w : u x v (Crossrange direction)
aPRTLS results are computed u_ing Earth-relative velocity.
*
Flip,re A3,1-1.- Local horizontal (UVW) ooord.(,Ire sy._teR.
A-155
1980018912-622
• Nmtnal actual state : Wo, Vo, 1o
• Perturbed actual state : _p, Vp. _p
• _ systemconstructed at nomtnal actual _tate
• Perturbed state (Wp,Vp) transfo.,m¢l tnto U_ system (_, V_)
• UW Errors
e,'_r • AO•. cmponm_tot V_. - u c_t ot_o
error • A_• v cmpowt ot V_.. v comonentot Vo
• Trl_ectory Errors
speederror - alV'l"IVpl- IVoJ
altitude rate error • _ - 19'pl,I._rp- IVol$I.vo
dmra.,e.,:. error• ,_ IV_lcos,p • bVolco,"_o
4) Note tl_t due to clomrange posttAoa error :
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200 210 220 230 240 250 260
Engine-outtime, sec
FigureA4.4-I.-Effectof engine-outtime on MECO underspeed.
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